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YEARLY INCREASING VALUE
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PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT NOW

OF OUR FAR NORTHWEST

WORLD'S LARGEST FIGURE

Besides Alaska's Gold Nome District lias Immense
Deposits of Tin Which Are of Fabulous

Congratulations Flow in Upon Him From Men of
High and of Low

Value

Degree.

TWENTY

FIVE

EMPEROR, KING AND POPE REJOICE OVER PEACE

MILLIONS SEEN AT ONE PLACE

Quicksilver Has Also Been Found in Paying Quantities and
Can be Distilled at the Mines

But None Understand

Making Such Great Recession
of Her Claims.

With Profit.
NO TELLING

WHAT

PROSPECTING

FUTURE

is '
.
Gold
Nome, Alaska, Aug.
not the' only mineral resource of the
Some
count rv .ound about Nome.
150 miles from lure, at a place caiiea
York, on Iluck creek, there is a moun
tain of tin, where $25,500,uuo worth
of the metal is in sight. The tin ise
found in a substance called eassiter-itcrystals, which contains 72 pers
cent of metallic tin. and from forty-centto i in gold to the ton. There
is a whole mountain top, ten mileslong by two miles wide, of this casRilerite. which is worth $441 a ton, at
the present plice of tin, thirty cents

WILL

FIND

NO MEETING

of fifteen feet, and runs 1,000 feet up
a mountain, reaching an elevation of
400 feet.
From this it is presumed
mat tne ore vein is svtu ieec deep.
And then, there Is quicksilver, an

n

rr7

EARTHQUAKE KILLS

Shanghai. Aug.

IS

OF THE BEST

OBSERVED!

INVADED

I

,

peni-teutiar-

JAPANESE

Tomorrow.
CONSTRUCTION

PECULIAR

SOME

Quincy, Mass., Aug. 30. The new
American battle Bhip Vermont, will be
launched tomorrow In the piesencu
of a large number of invited guests
and representatives of the govern'.''" ment.
Governor Bell, of Vermont, accompanied by Mrs. Bed, Miss Jennie Bell
and her younger sister, the members
of the governor's staff and many prominent citizens of the sponsor state
arrived here this morning and were
received by representatives of the
Tore River Shipbuilding company,
which built the battleship.
Miss Jennie Bell will act aa sponsor
and christen the new battle ship by
breaking a bottle of champagne over
the bow when the bug hulk smoothly
slid from the ways.
The Vermont Is a slstershlp of the
New Hampshire.' the Minnesota, the
the Connect icut and the
Kansas, which was recently launched
The ship is designed for a flagship
and will be one of the finest warsnips
afloat. The arrangement of the quar
ters provides ample accommodations
for the following complement; a flag
officer, a chief of staff, nineteen
ward room officers, ten Junior officers, ten warrant officers and not less
than 761 men. Including 0 marines.
There is a lower bridge both forward
and aft and a flying bridge forward,
according to the latest designs. On
the flying bridge is fitted a screen of
bronze for the protection of the men
at the wheel and there Is also a
bronze charthouse forward.
There are steel masts forward and
aft. the foremost having an upper and
lower top, the main mast a lower mast
only. Masts are arranged for wireless
telegraphy. There Is one signal yard
on each mast and also a searchlight
platform forward and aft with a
crow's nest on the foremast.
Th-- i
armament consists of a main
battery, including two twelve-incbreech loading rifles, eicht eight-incbreech-loadinrifles, twelve seven-incbreech-loadinrifles, and a secondary battel y. Including twenty
fourteen-nounderapid fire
three
and autoguns; twelve t
autoi-niatlmatic field giinn. six
semiguns, two
field
automatic guns, two three-Incpieces, two machine guns, caliber 30
and six automatic guns, caliber 30.
The hull is protected at the water
line by a complete helt of armor, ft
feet, 3 Inches wide, having a maximum
thickness of 11 Inches for about IM.i
ti ft amidships.
Foiward and aft of
this the maximum thickness is 9
Inches within the limits of the magazines, from which ixilnt the thickness
gradually decreases to 4 inches at the
stem an I the si' rn. The magazine
and shell rooms are so arranged that
f
the supply of ammuniabout
tion will be carried at e:ndi end. The
total weight of the equipment outfit
will be al)ut 2,r tons. The legislature of Vermont has appropriated
l.'i.i'iiii for a silver servic e to be presented to the battle ship at some future
At bast
other Imats will be on itime.
The total cost of the batMe
The l':lter
ti n ir
it in Tto ocar,.! waf.
will
exclusive of the armament,
D.i.,
iifiu
.o.,in inuiii wen shipanon.
.....
O
I. t,i a .I........it tit.iiit.
"...
wuni-n- un- - iw.ai
to each of which Is to be attached a le
line of ten or more rowboats, will cost will be over $7.r.'M..in0.
tae part in a serpentine procession,;
Foqg Family Reunion,
performing wonderful evolutions, and; nosto
The four-Alllr
as each boat will l,e billliant
with
r..,.i,ion of !'' K"KK Family
Japanese fli.d Chinese lanterns, one, amiuil.
v.,soeiii! i,,ti of Mnerict will open heie
ueeds no Hinder description in order tomorrow, morning. The headquarters
to appreciate the lact that this prom-- ;
a, ,m. American house, and
m
lses to be a strikingly Interesting t,u,ireds
descend
of the fan.ily,
,. tti...i i.,
feature of the carnival. There will ' f.
c... ...i Ko ,
be Japanese music, Japanese songs.
In
ar. a!n a 'y beglnnlni: to
Japanese juggling, fencing and acre; arrive.
ba;:exeicises. ,!:ipanehe fire works
will be one of the g.and features or
Spelter.
30..
Mo., An:
Iter.
interspersed with p i .'technics ol tne
o
r,
American
h

PRINCE'S BIRTHDAY

r

r

r

c

n

j
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SECRETARY BONAPARTE

DISSATISFIED WITH REPORT

!

'

on the failure of the officers to look
after the safety valves.
He also says that the court of in
quiry s failure to make any ftndmss
resncetlnflr thA onntnin of ttm Rhin.
AlcU,n Young, dots not n
t his ap- proval and he therefore declared that
himself. Captain Young lnu-- 1
t"
Hin.eur lierorf. l tie eonrr niat-M:- i
Kusigu

one-hal-

1

1 i

I

Cha.s. T. Wtide, who was in

charm of the machinery, is also
dered before the court martial.

or-

UNTIL TREATY IS READY

ENVOYS

Portsmouth, Aug. 30. Mr. de Marwill meet at 3
tens and Mr.
o'clock this afternoon at the navy
yard to begin the work of drafting the
treaty.

nouncement, immediately dispatched
hia congratulations to the emperor of
Japan and Russia and to President
Roosevelt.

ents have been laboring three weeks
Is over. Only the actual forming of
the treaty and the formalities of Its
signature remain.
It has been decided that the room
in the conference building, where the
envoys yesterday came to agreement,
shall be the scene of the final act in
the Treaty of Portsmouth, which is
to end an historic war.
'Unless some unexpected dispute
arises there will not be another formal meeting of the plenipotentiaries
until the draft of the treaty shall have
been completed.

Intelligent people is that only Justice
has been done at Portsmouth.

11

,

,

j

I
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JAPAN'S WAIVING' CLAIMS
STILL A MATTER OF MYSTERY.
Portsmouth, N. H Aug. 30. Muca
Interesting history behind the conference yet remains to be written. No
one knows exactly what considerations Induced the Toklo ro"ernmdnt
to walse all demands for cash. It can.
be stated, 'however,, on the authority
of the Japanese mission, that President Roosevelt was originally of the
opinion that Japan should not demand
indemnity.
It Is tnerefore possible
that he may have urged tnia view at
Tok'o when he found Russia obdurate.

CIVILIZED WORLD GIVES
HONOR TO THE PRESIDENT
Oyster Bay, Aug. 30. The crowned
heads of Kurope unite with distinguished statesmen of Europe In ac-

Among Our Uncle Sam's War Having Attacked Pensacola,
Florida, Says Mayor of
Ships Will be Launched

The success of

the Chang Chien boycott is doubtful, quake

Washington. H. (., Aug. 3". Secretary Bonaparte today acted upon tlit
findings of the court of inquiry in the
case of the Bennington explosion. He
ilisipprox e,l of so much of the finds- inns as declared that the Bennington
was ' in excellent state of discipline
and good efficient condition," and is
in his comment up- practical. y

NEW FIELDS

TWO, INJURES HUNDREDS

Naolos. Auir 30. A violent earth- - From Many
Points Though
'
is reported from Palena
and
Chwang,
Orders tor, goods from New
Sultana, simultaneously with an erupOther Places Obscured
following the news of the conclusion tion of Vesuvius and Stromboll. Many
pressure
'
of peace, are relieving the
houses fell, chtirch steeples tottered,
by Clouds.
on dealers.
and there was a great panic. The
population of the two villages fled to
King Will Hang for Murder.
the country. Two persons are reportAug.
Alberta,
Foit Saskatchewan,
YET REP0R1 ED
NOT
ed killed and 100 are Injured.
RESULTS
hav30. Charles King, convicted of
companion,
Edward
ing murdered his
Train of Lunatics.
Hayward, a young Englishman with
Brooklyn, N. Y., Aug. 30. The most
Aug. 30. Ob- Cambridge, . Mass.,
prospecting
whom he had been on a
strangely laden train that ever was servatlon of the sun's eclipse today at
region,
tour in the lesBer Slave lake
sent over any railroad, left here the Harvard observatory were impos
will be hanged at the mounted police today for Rochester
and Willard. sible because of clouds.
asKing
tomorrow.
barracks here
The load consisted of about 600 Inof
Innocent
'ne
is
serts to the last that
sane persons from the Ixing Island NEW YORK SUFFERS IN A
the crime of which he was convicted state hospital In Brooklyn,
who were
SIMILAR CLOUDY WAY.
King
was
on circumstantial evidence.
accompanied by nurses, keepers and
Aug. 30. Partial eclipse
York,
New
was
time
he
first
The
tried twice.
physicians.
The Brooklyn hdspftaJ
convicted, but the sentence was quash- was so overcrowded that It became of the sun was completely obscured by clouds and a foggy atmosphere toed on account of the comment of the necessary to ship part of the patients ho..
3
crown prosecutor on the silence of the m Yxn Iw.t.
I
n
..I
J
uunjiiiais
Hull
ill
iiic
rvocncsier
prisoner.
At the second trial King
illard. Most of them were sent to WASHINGTON GETS BEST
was again convicted.
Rochester, where the state had Just
OF AMERICAN VIEWS.
completed
building
large enough
Washington, D. C, Aug. 30. The
CONCLUDE
CONGRESSMEN
buildings to accommodate 750 addieclipse of the sun was observed with
FILIPINOS ARE NOT FIT tional patients.
interest today at the United States
asManila. Aug. 30. The last session
observatory.
The observatory
tronomers were enabled to observe
of the congress with the agitators for RUSSIA'S INTERNAL
independence of the Philippine Islands
three spots on the sun. This was no
TROUBLES UNABATED discovery, however, as the presence
developed the fact, according to the
concensus of opinion among the conof the spots was known.
gressmen present, that the Filipinos
Aug.
Labau,
30. A general
Russia,
Will Have a National Theater.
are altogether unfit for independence. strike has been brought about here
City of Panama, Panama, Aug. 30
by
order
of
for
the
mobilization
the
Meet.
Hicksite Friends
30. troops. No factories are running, port The numerous bids for the building of
Mountain Lake Park, Md., Aug.Hick-Bite
loading Is discontinued and street rail- a large government building and na-- ,
the
of
The central committee
genroads have stopped operations. Rail- tional theater will be opened In the,
annual
begin
its
Friends will
The way communication Is interrupted, no office of the minister of the Interior
eral conference here tomorrow.
are issued. The situation at 2 o'clock tomorrow afternoon, and
attendance is expected to be large and newspapers
growing
is
tense and many soldiers within five days the president will ananticlpaed.
is
an Interesting session
nounce the names of the successful
patrolling
are
Septemthe streets.
until
will
last
The conference
bidders. The bids will be thoroughly
1
ber 6.
TAFT AND PARTY ARE NOW
considered by a technical commission
BOUND
FOR
JAPAN ISLANDS which will decide which one of the
PLUNDERER OF WIDOWS
bids is' the most acceptable.
AND OTHER POOR PEOPLE.
Manila. Aug. 30. The transport Logan,
with
Secretary
party
Taft
Lewis,
and
J.
Edward
30.
Aug.
Reunion of Famous Engineer Brigade.
Chicago,
broker of on board, will sail for Japan tomora defaulting real estate
Rochester. N. Y., Aug. 30. The thirty-frow.
mortduplicate
by
111.,
who
Wheaton,
ifth
annual reunion of the Engineer
other
and
widows
gages swindled
Brigade of the Aimy of the Potomac,
STATEHOOD COMMITTEE
$lo0,0m,
of
extent
poor persons to the
REPORTS ON CONSTITUTION. will ppen here In the morning with a
was taken today to the Joliet
business session.
In the afternoon
long
a
serve
Muskogee, I. T., Aug. 30. The state- the veterans will take a trip to Glen
senjnce.
to
hood constitutional committee agreed Haven, Newport house and Sea Breeze
ADMIRAL ROJESTVENSKY
on the name Sequoyah for the com- and in the evening they will attend a
WILL BE MOVED TO KITO. monwealth. It was also decided to celebration at Ontario beach. The
make prohibition a past organic law, headquarters of the reunion will beat
Tokio, Aug. 30. Rear Admiral
the New Osborn.
has so far recovered Irani and issue bonds for $35, 000,000.
received in
the effects of his woundsJapan
thai he
t"ne battle of the Sea of
will be brought to Kioto early in SepCARNIVAL ON
tember.
Found Boulder of Gold. How
3".
Aug.
e.,
Portland,
CROWN
would vuu feel If, when out hunting,
you should stumble upon a boulder
That
gold?
that contained $:',000 inTabe Reed, of
was the experience of
Portland, Ore, Aug. 3o. A remark-- affair pioniises to be the most highly
Bridgeport, Baker county. Ore. Mr.
Reed came upon the boulder when able pageant will be seen at Portland interesting that has been held at the
look
to
stopped
on the waters of the lake inside the exposition.
Its International stgntfi-l.ewi- s
burning tor deer, and
and smooth,
and Clark exposition grounds, cance adds to Its importance,
at it because it was largepotato.
em-Wheu
j
on the night of August 31. The
The celebration will take the form
and shaped like a fat
he looked closer he found that the pemr of Japan has instructed his com-- i of a Inure and brilliant water carnival,
gold,
for
peace
beginning at 9 o'clock at night. Fight
missioners to piepare a grand
boulder was loaded with
with yellow Jubilee carnival to celebrate the dec-- : immense floats arc being constructed,
the rock was freckled for
that day. laration of peace between his coun-- j to sail through the water in a splendid
spots. He quit hunting
try and Russia. The birthday of the procession, each float tipifying some
Mr. anl Mrs. B. E. Shultz, of Old c rown prince of Japan, August 31, has Japanese Idea of historical or sentl-hteAlbuquerque, are celebrating the arri-a- l
selected as the day for the eel- - mental interest.
For Instance, there
ebration. Consul Alba, the mikado's will be a battleship float, sixty feet
if a baby girl at their horn.--in The
the
a
is
niotorman
liplomatic
lone,
with
Japs
bappv father
representative at Portland,
aboard, representing
Albuquerque Traction is
employ "f H
with Japanese Com- Admiral Togo and Marshal Ovama.
company.
missioners lto and Kushibiki, and the Anotner noat win he an enormous
dragon, ami still another will be in
the form of a. huge chrysanthemum,
rewith a dainty Japanese maiden
posing in the center.
IS
30.

YELLOW FEVER HAS

LATEST ONE AND

ECL1PSED SUN
NOW PLAYING OUT

OF THE

SULLEN RUSSIA ALONE
REFRAINS FROM RESPONSE.
ENVOYS WILL REST TILL
St. Petersburg, Aug. .30. The newi
THE TREATY IS DRAFTED that peace had been declared was
rePortsmouth. N. II., Aug. 30. The ceived here without any manifestagreat strain under which the plenipo- tions of Joy. It can be safely said,
tentiaries, attaches and correspondhowever, that the general feeling of

other new proposition, and a very profitable one from all appearauces.
Quicksilver ore is found on the Kusko-kwiriver, distant 800 miles southeast
of Nome. Some of it runs $4U0 worth
to the ton, but $100 Is probably the average. The ore Is found on the surface. It is burned in an immense
caldron, bo that the quicksilver va- pors rise and are afterwards precipi-- a
taled or condensed into liquid quick- pound.
I.ast winter 500 tons of the ore were silver by being immensod in cold wa- taken out, and tne magnitude or tue.ter. At tne Lewis ana ClarK exposi- tion, the richness of the ore is demonIndustry is hardly to be. conceived.
Then again, at Ear's Mountain, on strated by a piece from which the
Shlsmaroff Inlet, 180 miles northwest quicksilver has been smelted. The
of Nome, there is a ledge of eassiter-ite- . rock is honeycombed like a pumice
The ledge is exposed to a width stone.

CHINESE BOYCOTT IS

the Motive o' Japan's Conduct ia

PARADE OF BABIES IN

cording the glory of peace between
NOTED ASBURY PARK
Russia and Japan to President RooseThat City.
velt. Throughout last night and toAsbury Park, N. J Aug. 30. The
day,
telegrams of congratulations
poured upon the president in a great annual baby parade, which forms the
They came from persons of principal feature of the carnival week,
NEW CASES MANY, DEATHS FEW flood.
high degree and of low, and from all will by tomorrow evening be a thing
of the past. Never before was there
quarters of the civilized world.
such a large number of babies in the
messages
Among
received
the
first
New
30.
Aug.
New Orleans. La.,
parade and never was the display
King
was
following
Edward
the
from
p.
m. Tuesday,
cases of fever since six
England:
me be one of the more attractive from every point of
of
"Let
seventeen.
what Is expected for
first to congratulat eyou on the suc- view, than day..
Total cases to date, 1,849.
last
Thousands of visitpeace conference to which you
cessful
Deaths, three.
ors from all parts of the east will arco
greatly
contributed."
Total deaths, 267.
Emperor William of Germany ca- rive In the morning to swell the large
already here, and there is no
bled:
"The whole of mankind must crowds
FLORIDA IN GRASP OF
possibility of finding room for the
you
thanking
will
in
so
do
and
unite
THE YELLOW MONSTER for the great boon you have given it, enormous crowd In the hotels here.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 30. The
m"Bl OI, lne T'8IIur,WI11 De com- William J. Bryan sent a message
surgeon general of the army today re- credltlng the president with the peace I'T'
tomorrow
nignt.
ceived a telegram from Barrancas, agreement as follows
The number of entries has reached
stated that the mayor of Pensacola,
"Janesvllle, Wis., Aug. 30. To Pres
Fla., officially announced that yellow ident Roosevelt: "Accept congratula-- i nearly 500, but the actual number will
somewhat less than that. It will
fever had broken out at Pensacola..
tions. Your success efforts to secure be
be evening before the judges hare
peace reflect credit on our nation."
completed their work. In addition to
NOTORIOUS NAN PATTERSON
the handsome souvenir pins to be disFLYING HIGH AGAIN. PAPERS OF LONDON VOICE
SAME HEARTY SENTIMENT tributed, there will be fifty silver lovLondon. Aug. 30. The papers of ing cups to be awarded the prize ba-New York, Aug. 30. Nan Patterson,
city are bestowing tinstinted 1,ils "f the parade. Some of the cups
the former Floiodora girl, who gained this
praise on President Roosevelt, to
considerable notoriety by her dis- whom they give the fullest credit for to $100.
Gambler the outcome of the peace conference,
with
graceful escapades
Y'oung, and who was tiled but ac- whose decision was entirely at vari SHAKERS FOR
quitted on the charge of having killed ance with their dally predictions since
her former lover, has left the city inj()ie opening of negotiations.
Hoth
UNIVERSAL PEACE
great haste to escape a horse wht- - papers and people are so astounded
of C. Kalpn at the outcome of the peace confer- ping by the sister-in-laM Mi ti f T aa nnn KT V
mm 91
-e
Ash, a wealthy broker, and It Is sin encethat they feel there is something '
The
confnee V the Were
saker
cerely hoped by all decent people that
a
peace which had bee
universal
", h.a,t,
in the. future Nan will give this city
culIed about two. months ago by the
a wide berth. Thanks to the hys notI ;T case, then the new Anglo-Jap- onpn
opn
w
terical incompetence which Invariably anese treaty has affected the result attendance will
be quite large and
afflicts American Juries in all cases some waVamong those expected being present
e
wheie women, particularly young and
rne pBu Majj Gazette says:
women, are on trial, Nan an now Btands in a position of impreg-escape- are Joseph Holden, Harriet Billiard.
Augusta Stone and other prominent
with her whole skin, although nabe gunreniacy in the Far East, and
of the ministry and
there was the stronegest circumstan this supremacy can be disputed only arepresentatives
number of prominent lay members.
tial evidence against her. While she by a coalition, against which her
In the opening address the presiding
was In jail she pretended to lie browith the greatest naval power In
will call attention to the fact
ken down In health and thoroughly the world constitutes an absolute gua- officer
that "Peace among Nations and
subdued, all for the purpose of arous- rantee.
among Men" haa been the watchword
ing the sympathies of the gullible men
of the Shakers from the beginning and
in the Jury Ikjx. She had scarcely HIS HOLINESS," THE POPE,
MADE VERY HAPPY. ' that they have remained true to their
been set at lilierty, however, when she
Rome, Aug. 3d. When the pope was t doctrines.
began her former liie. 0. Ralph Ash,
The conference will discuss many
a married man with a family, was one Informed of. the conclusion of peace
"This ..practical questions and consider the
of the moths that fluttered a- v.ind the this morning, he exclaimed:
a big Is the happiest news of my life. Thank best ways of Influencing the governwoman, undoubtedly ravinment of the United States and the othprice for the privilege. '1 ere is a (cod for President Roosevelt's cour- er
governments of the wot Id to rerumor in circulation tbn Xan would age."
duce the armament on land and sea.
rmer husmarry Leo Martin, lit
establishing the great water ways of
KING EDWARD TELEGRAPHS
i ems rather
band again, bet that
TO BOTH THE EMPERORS. commerce as neutral zones and reher character
doubtful. A w'iman
Murlenhad, Austria, Aug. 30. King ducing the burden of taxation borne
is not like ly to 'form so long as she
Edward, upon receipt of the peace an- - by the producing classes.
Is young und a:;.. Mve.
Squalid Bread Bakeries.
New York, Aubust. 30 An official
examination of the small bread bakeries In the squalid sections of the east
side has revealed
many revolting
facts. It Is shown that tht lr evil condition is not so much the fault of the
ADVANCED
bakers themselves, but t' tiie criminal Indifference of the owners of the
buildings in which the bakeries are
situated. Many of them are twelve
Eliza3u
Aug.
Mrs.
One Year Younger.
Merideii, Conn.,
feet below the level of tho street and
Freehold, N. J., Aug. 30 "Aunt
beth Hunt, who liven with her grandcan 1' reached only by means of narBrookdaughter. Mrs. II. Wickes, of
Coward, of Aileutown, the oldest row and steep stairways. Light and
lyn, N. Y., will arrive here tonight in woman in tills part of the country, air are alike shut out. The terrible
rela-tveday
will celebrate her 104th birthday to- conditions existing iu theso bakeries
with her
order to spend the
in thie city, celebrating her 105th morrow.
The Cowards were among were the principal cause of the re.
birthday tomorrow. The old lady is the early settlers of Upper Freehold cent strike. The authorities
have
still fairly strong and healthy and her township. They are of Quaker origin. tnken Kteps to bring about an Immental capacities are scarcely impair- "Aunt Betsey" was born In Ailetitown, provement in the existing conditions.
ed to any extent. She has a wonder- but spent most of her life in Upper
Lead and CoDoer.
ful memory for the events of her ear- Freehold. She is still In good heath
New York, Aug. an. Lead and coplier life, but cannot remember occur- and comparatively strong and vigorper,
quiet,
unchanged.
every
acpaper
day.
rences of a later date with equal
ous ami reads her
curacy.
Mrs. Hunt was born in Lancaster,
Pa., coming from Initch parentage.
5he was the oldest of six children, all
of whom reached the age of sixty or
more years. One of her sisters died
two years ago at the age of ninety-one- .
At twenty-threK.izabeth became the wile of a man named Hunt
and left the edd homestead in Lancaster to go with her husband to New
Washington, I). ('.. Aug. 3". The re- mon was a member of the Howard I.a-b- .
Vork. She lived most of her life In
Brooklyn.
Her husband died more port of Solicitor McCalie. of the
company, of Washington, which
department, made public
than forty years ago and she never
has a contract to furnish meat inspecmarried auam. She had six children,
exonerates ir. Salmon, chief of tion tags to the government. H was
of whom on.y two are living now. Shu a bureau of thai department, from any determined aisti that his u (ministrahas twenty grandchildren,
thirteen wrongful acts of conduct in bis bu- tion of the meat Inspection service
great grandchildren
and four great reau.
has been as thorough as the applanaThe charge was made that Hr. Sal tions warranted.
gr'at grandchildri n.
j
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CENTENARIANS

CELEBRATING

THEIR

BIRTHDAYS
Het-sey-

"

s

SALMON, MEAT INSPECTOR,

PRONOUNCED NOT GUILTY
ami-cultur-

I
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PAGE TWO

WEDNESDAY, AUG.

30, 1905.

port of happiness and Joy and sweet
PROFESSIONAL
CARDS
content.
j
I!y degrees
John's face became
DENTISTS.
and then little beads of persCREAM moist,
piration gathered and grew. They FROM PARENT TO CHILD
DR. J. E. KRAFT.
trickled, growing larger as they deThe l.tws of herrditv arc invariable
Dental Suraeon.
THE DAY HAD BEEN EXCEP, scended, absorbing other beads, until and the diseased blood of parents iq One Nighl Only
Rooms 16 and 16 Grant block, over
sight
behind
they
at
last
rolled
from
down
handed
to
children
in
the Oolden Rula T)r Onoil. Cnmninf
the form of
1
TION ALLY HOT AND HE WANT- John's neckband, quite respectable In
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the world famed T. Hessenbruch &
Co. Cutlery and can therefore sell you
the very sest Cutlery at prices you
pay for the cheap kind. Remember all
these goods are guaranteed.
Pocket knives, such as you pay 35
to 75 cents for, here for 25 to 50 cents.
Razors, a very fine one, at
$1.00
1 25
A two dollar razor for
1 75
The finest made for
25
Scissors, 4 inch
30
Scissors, four and a half inch...
35
Scissors, five inch
40
Scissors, six Inch
35
Shears, seven and a half inch..
45
Shears, eight and a half Inch. ...
Very best butcher knives, six
40
inch
50
Best razor straps at 25 and
10
Glass cutters, pood quality
AT THE CASH BUYERS' UNION
STORE
122 North Second Street.
Wm. Dolde, Proprietor.

C. W. Cook, freight and passenger
agent for the Santa Fe, with heal-- i
quarters in this city, returned this
morning from a business trip to Et
Paso.

EDDY COUNTY RANCHMEN
MAKES BIG CATTLE SALE.

D. EMMONS

f

Next month there will be one of
cattle shipments made
from the stock pens south of Carlsbad which has ever been made from
those yards. The sale represents 3.0U0
steers
head of three and
which was made by S. T. Bitting.
were sold to John Moleswortn
of Clarendon, Texas, for delivery at
Carlsbad, September 15, and will be
taken to pasture in the Panhandle
country where they will be wintered
preparatory to shipment to Kansas
early in the spring. Those who are
Interested in the sales are Smith fc
Hitting, Jones llros., W. B. Thayer,
W. A. Barber and others. The prices
are $22 for the twos and $24 for the

the largest

IS Vv r Mwi

f wr

four-year-ol- d

portation are such that its rapid
GRAND RECEPTION
velopment is now assured. The Gold- field and Tonopah mining camps are
be leached by branch lines. There!
F. McNALLY to
TO
Is a strong possibility that other ruin-- j
eral districts will be discovered and
developed as a result of this new railroad enterprise. There is some beauPopular
tiful scenery along the route, particularly in what is known as the Rainbow
Division
Rio Grande
canon, and the citrus fruit region of
southern Califoria is reached near San
Honored
Bernardino, the road leading from
that point through Riverside and Po- RAILROAD RATES FOR
TORRANCE COUNTY FAIR.
mona and other towns in one of the
MARCIAL greatest orange growing districts in
OF SAN
BY CITIZENS
county fair commis
The
Torrance
the world.
sioners will holu their annual fair at
Estaneia, X. M., on September 11 to
RECEPTION AT SAN MARCIAL
Very low passenger
Speolal to The Citizen.
WAS A COMPLETE SURPRISE. Hi, Inclusive.
rates will be given by the Santa Fe
San Marcial, X. M., Aug. 30. The
McXally. former superintend- central railway, and special trains
most biilliant social function in the' ent.1. ofF. the
Rio Grande division of the will leave Santa Fe at 8 o'clock a.
the
history of San Marcial occurred at
Santa Fe, but now located at Chanute, m. on September 13 and 14, returning
opera house in this city last night, the Kan., spent the day in the city accom leaving Estancia at 6 p. m. daily.
by his family on his way to
occasion being a reception and ban- jpanied
A blessing alike to young and old;
...
quet in honor of J. F. McXally, for i..Iunion e.
nr.
of Wild StrawIn speaking of the reception ten berry.Fowler's Extract
five years superintendent or the Rio
Nature's specific for dysentery,
Grande division of the Santa Fe, with dered him by the citizens of San diarrhoea and summer complaint.
Marcial last night, Mr. McXally said:
headquarters here.
"It was a complete surprise to me
"Diip, drip, drip, oil everywhere"
The reception and ball was arrangin and the affair was the most enjoyable better cook with safe gaa.
ed by the friends of Mr. McXally
MexI
New
have ever experienced. I want the
San Marcial and southern
Don't wait for an explosion cook
ico, as a testimonial of the high es- people of San Marcial to know how
forby
deeply I appreciate their kindness."
his
with gas the humane way.
teem in which he is held
regret
to
sincerely
mer emploves, who
WESTERN UNIVERSITY TO
MEET KNIGHT'S MIDNIGHT SUN
see him leave. Practically everybody
TRAIN RAILROAD MECHANICS. SEPTEMBER 23.
in the city and surrounding towns attended the reception. A special train
FRUITS
AND
In
with the University
VEGETABLES.
irom Socorro brought over 1UU guests
Xevada, the Southern Pacific rail FRESH EVERY DAY. AT MALOY'ft.
and those in attendance numbered al- of
way company will begin next month
people.
most 5
COMING,
KNIGHT'S MIDNIGHT
of a school for the in
One of the chief features of the en- the operation men
SUN, SEPTEMBER 23,
to
who
enter
desire
struction
of
of
presentation
tertainment was the
department of the
silver table service, to- the mechanical
a
The school will be located at
gether with two dozen each of knives., road.
Sparks, Xevada, and will be In charge
forks and spoons, and a handsome
THE DINING
en
set. This splendid gift was of the department of mechanical
Experiuniversity.
gineering
of
the
Co.,
&
T.
V.
Hlxson
CAR SERVICE
made to older by
in the company's
r f.i Pnso.
The larger silver pieces enced mechanics
may
sent
school,
to
be
employ
also
the
the
"From
inscription:
wilt hear the
to strengthen their grasp of
emploves of the Kio Grande division- In order
underlaying their work.
of the A. T. & S. F. railway, and citi- the sciences
From the California JAmited
aiinc lit' S.'lTl Marcial."
STUDYING
JAPANESE
been with the
Log Jiook
Mr. McXally has
RAILWAYS,
AMERICAN
serving
in
years,
many
Santa Fe fur
ioreman,
the capacity of section division su
Six Japanese, representing the Im
i,,f.n,rnmlniaster and
perial railway system of Japan, have
roads
the
in
rise
His
peiintcndent.
toured the principal railway centers of
service has been steady, and is the
the west and are now in Xew ork
his
to
as
jxjKsiule
commentary
best
They have visited this country to
It Is peculiar that all of us
last
Mis
'man
road
a
rail
mi
fflrmnrv
study the American locomotive and to
Grande
Kio
should compliment the Harvey
the
promotion was from
purchase
supplies.
Xew
railway
From
Systeta, and yet wo do. It's a
division to the Kansas division, with York they go to France and Germany
lhe on a similar mission. Japan is to
nt rhanute. Kan.
habit, and we can't help It I
most
and
biggest
the
latter is one of
spend 3fl,0On,OiMi for railway supplies,
am really ashamed to say anysystem
on
the
divisions
imnnrtunt
and the bulk of this money will be
thing further, but I can't aband Mr. McXally's selection for the expended in the united States and
high post is a compliment to his England.
stain. The dining car service
m.illiv
on the California Limited Is too
the
city
for
in
the
was
McXally
Mr
The Santa Fe Central will run
good to be true.
of taking Ills family to their
trains from Santa Fe to Estancia
ha
left
He
fort
Kansas.
In
K. X- - W.
on
September 13 and 14 to accom
new home
modate the people who desire to at
mite eaily this morning.
tend the Torrance county fair. These
STILL RUMORED MORRIS
will be big days and a large crowd is
WILL GO TO SOUTHWESTERN expected to take advantage of the speThe train will leave
Xo announcement has been made ot cial schedule.
SANTA FE IS THE WAY
n,u atimiintmenl of a successor to r Santa Fe in the morning, picking up
of the people from Albuquerque, Las Vegas
1. Hunter, as superintendent
other points on the Santa Fe at
western division of the Southwt stein and
Kennedy. The return trip will be
position
the
that
understood
it
is
but
offered anil some 6ay that made at night, so that those who go
l.iw
may
the full day in which to
it will go to 1.. U. Morris, of me Kio take have
In the sights and attractions of:
nrniuiM division of the Santa Fe, if
,
accent it. Mr. Hunter has the fair.
been promoted to the position of gen- RAILROAD BRINGS AN
agent.
eral purchasing and material supeiiu-teudeiu-UNDESIRABLE POPULATION.
There is some talk that the U
own.
may go to Traimaster
Farnilngton, San Juan county, is
"Trainmas- experiencing an Influx of undesirable
The liisbee Miner
Hisbee this people on account of the building of
ter Charles Drown was instrongly
men- the Farmington
The Scenic Features, the Mining
morning. Mr. llrown is
extension of the DenBuildCenters, the Commercial Cities,
tioned as the successor or Mr. Hun- ver & Rio Grande railroad.
ter, recently made the head of the ings now under construction in the
the Manufactories, the Smelting InAs yet. the town have to be guarded at nights 4o
terests, the Choicest Agricultural
material depa.tmeiit.
chosen,
jiUcce.-o- r
has not yet been
keep the floating population from
Lands, the Health and Pleasure
places, are all along or reached
and Mr. lliown has not been notified stealing everything found l'in loose.
as
bin
posit
most conveniently from the
that lie is to be given the
diRIGHT OF WAY MAN IS
superintendent of the
FOLLOWING THE SURVEYORS.
vision of the Southwestern.
ramp of the
The
ROAD
of way men
t
PEDRO
SAN
NEW
TAPS UNTOUCHED EMPIRE. of the new road troni Dawson to Torrance is now pitched at Tecolote, San
With the opening of the new rail Miguel county. Just south of l.as Vesouth
Many of the best parts of the state
gas. It is rcMrted that a rU'ht of
road across southern I'tan and
can be reached by no other railway.
weft Nevada, which is known as the way man is following closely lnhitet
country
new
has
a
San Pedro line,
Are you interested in Colorado?
the surveyors.
been opened, which in area is la:ge
bend three cents In stamps for our
K.
S.
Husser,
good
empire,
the
superintendent
of
a
enough for
sied
beautiful illustrated book, "Picturpracreading
on
are
of
S;tnta
passed
which
the
Fe.
looms
esque Colorado," to
natural resources
unthrough
city
rtgion
the
morning
has
en
This
this
tically untouched.
T. E. FISHER, Gen. Pass Agt..
eiaaa, w here lie goesi
til now been without any railway fa- - route to l.as
Denver, Colo.
to
place
an
transof
and
Installment
trade
worth
of
The
laws
cilities.
y
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named below will
give a beautiful Price & Teeple Ma-- j
Wonder why people worry this hot
hogany Piano, to the lodge, church,
weather, when they should place
school, club or other organization of their troubles with us. We secure po
sitions as well as find positions.
Albuquerque that Is voted and electWANTED,
We are still doing business at the
ed the most popular. The contest Is
same number. We want your busl
now open, and closes on December 10, ness and guarantee to give satlsfao
tion. Give us a trial.
1905. The piano Is on exhibition at
WE WANT AT ONCE
Two waiters, 2 good cooks, 1 aecond
the Globe store, where It may be seen cook, 3 girls for housework, 1 chamof
by all. One vote Is given free to ev- bermaid, 1 2 men to take charge
man to wash wagons
houses,
swampers,
labor
cent teamsters, logmen,
erybody, with every twenty-fivers, etc.
being
only
provision
FIFTEEN
cash sale, the
First-clas- s
carpenters ship to Cali
that when you need the goods any- - fornia,
The merchants

three-year-old-

I
i

Is what we are doing with every
one who tests Its delicious flavor and strengthening qualities.
There Is no warm weather beverage that can compare with
this refreshing drink on a warm
day.. It Is not only pleasant to
taste, but is Invigorating and
wholesome. $3 per case of two
dozen quartes; $2 per case of
two dozen pints.

Southwestern Brewery

&

Ice Company
Colo. Phone

ASK FOR DIAMOXD ICE.

Auto. Phone 202.

3

Residence Auto. 'Phone No. 20O

Auto, 'Pnone No. 316

lib

Bell 'Phone No.

A. BORDERS
Funeral Director
and Em bal mer
BUILDING.

OL.UB

COMMERCIAL

City Undertaker

AGENCY
195 Red
Upstairs.
110 South Second

UJBvdier'WQQdl
VISIBLE

TYPEWRITERS

street.

First Class Boarding Stable.
Having recently purchased the Ford
Bros, business. It is my intention to
continue to run a first class livery and
boarding stable. Boarding horses will
Bakery Pioneer Bakery.
receive the most careful attention and
Bicycles and Kodaks F. J. Hous- - the best of help will be employed.
ton.
W. J. PATTKRSON,
Successor to Ford Bros.
O. A. MatBooks and

The best machine
In the world. Tnla
is no experiment,
but has been tested
and tried, and baa
200,000 In use. If
you are interested
in typewriters call
on or address

List of Merchants Issuing Tickets.

-

& Co.

GEO.

Coal and Wood

Confectionery
Dentistry
Drugs

W. II. Hahn.
C. P. Schutt.

THE

J. H. O'RIelly

New Mexico.

O. F. C.

& Co.

The Globe Store.
Dye Works Mcllroy & DeLeon.
Electric Supplies S. W. Electric
Construction Co.

WHISKEY

&

Furniture J. D. Emmons.
Groceries The Jaffa Grocery Co.;
The Highland Grocery; The Broadway Grocery.
Albuquerque

Hardware

Hardware

THE

GEO.

T. STA6G

DIBTILLKBS
FRANKFORT.

CO.,

V.

Co.

Jewelry

Ice Co., both phones.

MELINlI

H. E. Fox.

Imperial
Laundry
back of postolfice.
Liquors Graham Bros.

Co.,

Moon-Kelehe-

Zeigor's

Restaurant
Tailor

EAKIN

Restaurant.

Albuquerque.

...

Mexico

AUTOMATIC

PHONE

199.

In 1882.

F. G. PRATT

&

GO.

Wall Paper and Paints The Bee
zoa
mve, f . i..
est uoia ave- - So,e ,gents for Casino "Canned Goods,
nue- Jas. Heekin & Co a Coffees, Im- .. .
boden'a Granite Flour. .
A Touching Story
la thp avlni? from diath of the tmby jrlii
Md. He STAPLE
of Geo. A. Kylnr.
AND
FANCY GROCERIES
At th ago c.f U months our
wrltm:
declining
health.
214 South Second Street.
little Klrl was In
'noun thrnit trouble, mid two physl- clans gave her up, We were almost In
Best on
Uenpalr, wlun we r..,lved to try Dr. Hillsboro Creamery Butter
lscovery for Consumption,
Earth,
Kln 8 New
Coughs and folds. The first bottle save
relief; after taking four hoi ties she was Orders Solicited
.Free Delivery
Never falls to relieve unci cure a emmh
or cold. At all dealers; oc and II. Guar- anteed. Trial buttle free.
in
There are either WHITING IN SIGHT!,(GROCERIES, Dealers
PROVISIONS, HAY
.
TYI'KWHITKH.S,
GRAIN AND FUEL.
MHOS, hy KAIti
t the I.. (.'. SMITH
ceU tti.m all. Then It has a TAH-!cilna of ImDorted Winea. Liauors
LLATOH and MI.MKoGUAIMI attachand Cigars. Place your orders
ment, without extra charge.
for this line with us.
solicited. N. W. Alner,
213 215217 NORTH THIRD STREET
general a;erit, l:'l S.mth Walter St.
1

Toti

1 ;

i

:

;,

e

&

BOTHE

ttttltt

AISTD

Proprietor,

CLUB

ROOMS

FINK K EST ALT KANT IN CONNECTION
Finest Whiskies, Imjjorted and Domestic Wines and
Cognac.
The coolest and highest grade of lager served.
Finest and best imported and domestic Cigars.
rS
11 rrTTTVYYTTtri IT

IllitiKiitlilliin

HOTEL
MITCHELL
JSO.

HOLLENBECK

'

'

1 1 1 IXt

A

S.

C. BILICKE

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

EXCELLENT ACCOMMODATIONS
LOCATION.
Splendid Restaurant
Reasonable Prices
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

CENTRAL

Established

Wm. Glaesner.

New

'

j

BAR

SOLE AGENT8.

Meats San Jose Market, 204 West
Railroad avenue.
Optician Bebber Optical Co.
r
Photographers
The
Studio.
1
Plumbing &
Plum bins Standard
Heating Co.

The Best
of Colorado

I

QUICKEL,

Harness Thomas F. Keleher.
Hay and Grain Clarkvllle Produce
Crystal

ttttttltttlltltt
tttlllllttll. ZEIGER CAFE
-- X

BOTTLED IN BOND.

Co.

Ice

S, RAMSEY

401 W. R.R. Are.
General Agent for

CELEBRATED

B. F. Copp, D. D. S.

Dry Goods

tun-nos-

Colorado Southern
Railway

Pilsner Beer

WANTED

where all votes must be deposited. Be
Phone
sure and get your voting tickets.

.

rlt-'h-

WITH OUR

,.TW5NTY,
way, you trade with the merchants!.,
ship east.
Mexicans railroad work
named below. A ballot box Is placed
at J. H. O'RIelly & Co's. drug store, The Southwestern Employment

-

wet-ter-

Making: a Hit

e

five-piec- e

...

sx2Hiar

Look Out for Sharpers

of jiew books in the Carnegie library
of that place.

(Successor to Futrelle Furniture Co.)
Corner Coal and Second.

U4SUJ

Also look where you can get. Cutlery
that Is and will stay sharp.
We have the exclusive agency for

and the Rheumatism's gone,

e

Sellers, Mgr.

D. K. B.

mi.

RUB ON

With the object of getting a satisfactory article you ahould not hesitate to pay a few dollars more, and
have the satisfaction of knowing that
you have the Best. A Range Is either
to the housea pleasure or an
wife. Buy a Superior Range and
housekeeping will always be pleasant.
We have them, from the cheapest to
the Best. "Get the Habit."

J.

Af, W.

V-Pr- es.

miiUj&r

"Tr

jhe Memory of Quality
Remains Long After
Price is Forgotten

eye-sor-

Solomon Luna,

&

Gradi,

en the
New Mexicans and Arlzonlans spending the summer
beaches are welcome to th use of our Ladies' parlors and Gentlemen's waiting rooms. Meet your friends there. Information and
writing materials free. Ladles. and children welcome.
excursion and
All Depot care stop at the H ollenbeck. Electric
beach cars pass the door.
HEADQUARTERS FOR NEW MEXICANS AND ARIZONIANS

The St. Elmo
JOSKPH HARNKTT.

Finest

Whiskies

Wines.Brandies.Etc,

'ro.
SAMl'LK AND

120 West Railroad

We Fill

Prescriptions
RIGHT,

at consistent Prices

Avenue

B.

CLU1J

ROOM

RUPPB
t0 Bank o! Comiece

203 West

R. R.

Ave.
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DEAR

OLD

1

Scale For Discounting Legal Tender Notes

DAYS

By Frank L, Stanton
1?

5C

The

Gimme back the dear old days ali the boys in line
"Hey stood on the buinin' deck," an' "Ulngen on the

Am AT LAS VliCiAS

Vc-aThe Northern New Mexico fair, lo he held at
almost Immediate, y after the Territorial fair closes
at this place, has every prospect of complete succ ess. It
has been well advanced, it is planned along advanced
and liberal lines, the community is a unit in its support,
It is being pushed with visor and intelligence and determination, and It will meet a want which has long been
felt by that part of the territory of which l as Visas, by
location and importance, is the undisputed metropolis.
As has been well said, the Meadow City Is situate In
the central part of the most h nsely peopled section of
inhabitant s of San MlNew Mexico. Besides the 3o.i
t
n
reside In the counties
Rind county, an additional
of Colfax, Mora. Tans, Kio Arriba. Santa Fe. Guadalupe,
Union and tjuay. No doul.t llenia.illo and Sandoval will
be well represented as will be Socorro and Valencia, not
to snenk of others less a' cossilde.
For twelve or more years I.as Vegas had been talk-- j
Ing sporadic ally of holding a fair, and The Citizen doubts
not that when the first ono sha.l have closed, the peo
ple of that fair city will be much like the old lady In
Kentucky .who after long deliberation and many post
In
ponements, finally pave a molasses caudypul.ing.
speaking of it afterwards she said that, she and Sary
Jane licked the kettle till their fitters were sore, and
if they had known it was so good they would have had
ono several years before.

Khlne!,

s

a

-

1

THE DEAD

WEDNE8DAY, AUG. 30, 1903.

,

Senyor Gomez, who wauls lo be the president of
Cuba in the place of President, l'alin.i, is making very
much of an ass of himself. He is making threats which
admit of but one interpretation, which is that in case of
his defeat in the election of December .11, he may raise
a revolt. This Is the usual course in many of the
countries, and before the days of Dias was the
usual course in Mexico; but it wld never be the case
in Cuba, for the Flatt amendment, embodied in the Oy
ban constitution, distinctly sets forth that "the govern-meof Cuba consents that the United States may exercise the right to intervene for the preservation of Cuban
Independence, the maintenance of a goverennient adequate for protection of life, property and individual libto
erty, and for discharging the obligations with resjv-cCuba imposed by the treaty of Paris on the United
States, now to be assumed and undertaken by the government of Cuba." Should Senyor Gomez attempt a revolution or disturbance of any kind other than the blowing of his own hot air, Uncle Sam would Ret down on
him so quickly and effectually as to make him think he
had been stiuck by an earthquake.

"

Twas midnight; In his guarded tent,'' we spoke it high
and low,
While Mary trotted out that lamb, "whose fleece was
white as snow."

COMMERCE

OF

natu re or if you hav e any re ason

back the dear old days that Mern'ry loves to
keep,
With, "Pilot, 'tis a fearful night there's danger on the
deep!"
The
awkward Jcstures the Jerk, meant for a

Gimme

to change your Ba hk
call or write us.

to tint

AL BUQUER QUE, NE W MEXI CO

old-tim-

bow ;
We said thnt "Curfew should not ring," but, Ijrd! It's
ringln' now!
.v .
......
Gimme back the dear old days the pathway through the

.frf'':''!

dells

Capital a nd Surp llus,

To the school house in the blossoms; the sound of far
off bells

book

s

!

Gone, like a dream, forever! A city's hid the place
Where stood the old log school bouse; an' no familiar

faco

two-fifth-

"Good-bye!-

A Mother's Lullaby.
Peat upon mine, iittle heart! beat, beat!
Peat upon mine! you are mine, my sweet!
All mine from your pretty blue eyes to your feet,
My sweet. .

i

-

Sleep, little blossom, my honey, my bliss!
For I give you this, and I give you this!
And I blind your pretty blue eyes with a kiss!
Sleep!

n

ms,

two-fifth-

Is snillin' there In welcome neneath a mornin' sky;
Tin re's a bridge acrost the river; an' we've crossed, an'

said

fl759 000.1

The above Is a fac simile of the discount-glas- s
used by the Treasurer of the United States
State
notes, fractional currency notes, gold certificates, silver certificates, and Treasury notes of 1890. United
are redeemable
by tbe Treasury, and when not mutilated so that less than three-fifthof the original proportions remains by
the several Assistant Treasurers, at face value. United States notec are redeemable in coin, In sums not 'less
than $50, by the Assistant Treasurers In New York and San Francisco. Treasury notes of 1890 are redeemable la
coin, In sums not less than $50, by the Treasurer and all the Assistant Treasurers. Silver certificates are
able In standard silver dollars only, or exchangeable for other silver certificates. National bank notes redeemredeemable by the Treasurer, but not by the Assistant Treasurers. United Statea notes, fractional currencyare
notes
roM certificates, silver certificates, Treasury notes of 1890, and National bank
when mtitilated so that less
than three-fifthbut elearly more than
of the original proportions remains, are redeemable by Treasury
only, at one-hal- f
the face value of the whole note or certificate. Fragments not clearly more than
s
not redeemed, unless accompanied by the evidence required In paragraph 13. Fragments less than three-fifth- s are
are redeemed at the face value of the whole note when accompanied by an affidavit of the owner or other persons
fcavlsg knowledge of the facts that the missing portions have been totally destroyed. The affidavit mast state
the
eauee and manner of the multllatlon. and must be sworn and subscribed to before an officer qualified to administer
oaths, who most affix his official seal thereto, and the character of the affiant must be certified to be good by
och officer or some other having an official seal. Signatures by mark X) must be witnessed by two persons
wko can wrKe, and who must give their place of residence. The Treasurer will exercise such discretion under
this regulation as may seem to him needful to protect the United State from fraud Fragments not redeemable
are rejected and returnd.

Tinklln' crost the meadows; the song of the bird an'
brook;
The old time dictionary, an' the blue back spellln'

Latin-America-

While the total bank note circulation of the United
States has been increased since the close of the Spanish
war 2G3,oKi,iiuo It should be remeinber .nl that there have
been in that same period quite as notable cuaug. s In the
banking position. Within that same time the lesources
of national banks have increased from $ I.ihm,iiiiii,iou to
J7,350,0uO,unil; the resources of banks other than national have doubled in those years, advancing from
Thus the total of all bankto $11.0110,000,0110.
ing resources have practicady doubled in these few 'years,
the Increase being from $8,500,000,000 to $l,3;i0,0uo,ooo.
These are bewildering figures. Such an increase in resources has of course meant corresponding Increases in
the requirements for reserves. The cash holdings of national banks have increased $440,000,000. Cash holdings
of. other than national banks have Increased $i:i0,0ii0,000,
a total Increase in such reserves of $570,000,000.

If yotr have an y busine ss of a f inancial

THE

Father and niottxr will watch you grow.
And gather the roses wherever they blow.

STOCK

And find the white heather wherever you r;o.

sweet.
Tennyson. "Homney's Kemorse."

-

.

OUR COAL YARD
Is chock full of coal that will gladdca
youn heart and warm your
doom
when its cold.
Fill your bins fox

MARKETS
MONEY

METAL

next winter now and avoid the

N00L

My

HGW RUjSUN PEA
AND THE

AM
C

j

L1VLS

At SET

By Prof. Pcltr Korotcky

OF SAME

J

inhabitants are professional beggars and even the owners of land are, in years when the crops fail, forced to
beg.

We
Offer to supply you with anything

We Hereby Agree

In

our line, at prioes that are fair and
square, and we 'are now making

To furnish you a better tooth powder than you ever used. Buy a 25
cent bottle of our ANTISEPTIC TOOTH POWDER and if you
find it tha best dentifrice you ever used, If it doesn't please you don't
perfectly, let us know and get your money back. No argument, no
no unpleasantness; your money back and no questions
asked If you are not suited.

Special Prices
On the Following

The ordinary food of the peasant is bread made from
rye meal mixed with coarse bran, straw and very often
with sand. To this comes at rare occasions potatoes,
$12 Refrigerators
$9
onions and cabbage in places where there is no market
$8.75 Blue Flame Oil Stoves. .. .$6.75
where he can dispose of these vegetables. In the summer
$8 China Tea Sets
lie eats waterme.ons, if ho has any.
$6
As for meat, ho knows only salt meat, and that he
40c China Salad Bowls
25c
tastes only twice a year, at Easter and Christmas, lie
Decorated Haviland China, at 20
drinks only kvas, in which he soaks his indigestible
per cent discount.
'.
C. & O...'
;
5t;'4
bread.
25c
Krle, common
52'4 75c Glass Berry Sets
And even the bread he has not In sufficient quantity. Erie, first
Some of the people of Albuquerque observed the sun
84'4 35c Glass Water Pitchers
20c
Germany,
glass,
laboring
of
through
people
while
looking
smoked
show
Statistics
rising,
that
morning
at its
this
1501,4
liouisville & Nashville
I amno
1 9K
1.7
irrnraliiH
consuming
eggs,
impact
the
for
besides
meat
of
instance, eat both
and
Missouri Pacific
nd they declare that they saw a small
107'4
$4.50 Decorated Lamps
$3.25
131
moon on the sun's outer rim. If this be true, then the on an average 260 kilograms of bread, the Russian peas- Metropolitan
65c
Mexican Central
24 'n $1 Steam Cereal Cookers
scientists who predicted the eclipse were mistakn. Speak- ant, who gets no other food, consumes only about 200 kil- New
Yo..rk Central
ir2Vi 50c Steam Egg Poachers
40c
ing of It from the predictions made and published by ograms a year.
11S
common
$12.50 Buggy Harness
$10.50
The taxes in Russia ruin the peasant, not because Reading,
astronomers, the Kansas City Times said:
1
45
Pennsylvania
"The eclipse of next Wednesday will be total in they are too high, but because of the manner in which Rock Island, common
33
through
they
are
Iabrador.
levied.
only
Manitoba
from
America
North
Rock Island, pfd
79;k
As a rule the taxes under which the peasants are Republic Iron & Steel, common. . 21la
The sun will be partly obscured throughout the United
reRepublic Iron & Steel, pfd
S9Mi
States east of Cheyenne, Vyo., and Austin, Texas. No groaning surpass their income, and their decreasing
sources make the deficit grow larger every year and Southern Pacific . . . ;
fi7'i
total eclipse will visit this country until 1918."
St. Paul
18076
A line from Cheyenne, Wyo., to Austin, Texas, would produce chronic famine.
35
Of the revenue from the amount of ground possessed Southern Railway
pass Albuquerque very far to the east, preventing abso90 Vi
by the ordinary peasant, which averages about 45 rou- Tennessee Coal & Iron
lutely any sign of the eclipse in this city or section.
Texas Pacific
30
FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE.
bles ($22. 5u) a year, he pays 22 roubles and 50 kopeks In I'nion Pacific, common
134 14
dessumanifest
path
following
of
on
taxes
direct
vodka,
taxes,
tea,
the
the
while
Indirect
is
Mexico
U. S. S., common
New
37 V4
U. S. S.. pfd
tiny. A sanatorium is to be established two miles out of gar, matches and kerosene amount to 44 roubles.
...105
21 Ms
The lack of sufficient land, with enormity of the Wabash, common
Silver City, consisting at first of an administration build4;i4
ing 58xG4 feet and fifteen half open cottages, to contain taxes, forces the minority of the young people to leave Wabash, pfd
Central, common .... 30
one patient each. Las Vegas, not cout'j'.it with the large the villages. Many emigrate to Siberia, suffering all Wisconsin
Wisconsin Central, pfd
57
fraternal sanatorium, which will be the largest thlug of kinds of privations. Professor Isaleff, who has studied O. & W
55
the kind out doors, will have a tent city, established by the conditions of the people who go to Siberia to take Greene Copper
25
vary
up
poss
will
says
capitalists
1,499
tents
company
Tomsk,
The
families
there.
land,
arrived
of
local
that
at
a
Chicago
Live
Stock.
rented
500
essing less than ten roubles,
families had between
from two to four rooms and will be furnished and
rrrtONQ block
Chicago, Aug. 3o. Cattle Receipts.
to health seekers who are now leaving the city because 10 and 50 roubles, 150 families owned between 50 and 22,000;
steady
10c
to
market
lower;
the accommodations are ail tuken.. A Denver firm has 100 roubles, seventy families had between 100 and 300 good to prime steers, $5.50fj K.40;
the contracts to furnish the tents. The first tweU'e tents roubles, and eight families had more than 300 rouble.
poor to medium, $4f5.25; Mockers;
Only the smallest part of these people succeed in and feeders, $2.25 4.50; cows. $2.20!
will be ready by October 1.
Siberia, the others return to Russia as beggars. Many fit 4.50; heifers, $2.25 5; canners,
8UPERINT NDENTC
The San Francisco Chronicle says that it is stated, go to the cities where there is no more work for them $1.25 4.5ii; bulls, $2y'4.50; calves, $4
and apparently with truth, that the cost of the "recipro- than in the villages, and where they live in the deepest & 7.U0; Texas fed steers, $3.50 4.40;
FAIRVIEW AND SANTA BARwestern steers, $3.404.75.
city conference," which .recently was held In Chicago, misery.
Sheep
Receipts,
20,000;
was
market
BARA CEMETERIES
The young women join the ranks of prostitution. The steady; good
was borne entirely by the beef trust and the harvester
to choice weathers, $5.25
trust, both of which desire the other American industries majority of prostitutes under police surveillance in St.
5.50; fair to choice mixed, $4.75!
to buy markets for them, which, the Chronicle thinks, Petersburg are peasant girls.
5.10; western sheep, $5 5.40: native
MONUMENTS.
Often men and women returning to the villages are lambs. $5.50 7.00;
sheep.
western
the others will never do. The harvester trust is thoroughly hated by all farmers and the beef trust is haled suffering from contagious diseases, and under the condi- $ii7.75.
Both 'Phones.
b yeverybody. Both concerns are under investigation on tions of peasant life sleeping from two to half a dozen
Kansas City Live Stock.
)
accusations of extorting secret rebates in one bed and eating from the same dish these diseases
North
Second 8treeL
v.
Cattlp
30
Mo..
Auir.
Kansas lit
from railroad companies, and officials of the beef trust spread with alarming rapidity. There are villages where Receipts, 14.000: market steadv: na
every man; woman and child ia suffering from these un- tive steers.
are under Indictment by a federal grand Jury.
14.25
6.10:
southern
steers, $2.ti54. 25; southern cows,
mentionable diseases.
$1.75
illustrating
3;
good
story,
a
cows
native
To this disease come eczema and other sklu diseases,
and heifers,
The Emporia Gazette tells
5; stockers and feeders. I2.rifr
If Sue don't do your
the Importance of patronizing home enterprises. It says scurvy, scrofula and many other and the economic condi- $1.75
4.10;
bulls.
12.15
3.50:
f.Wi
calves
put
on
ago
dollar,
his
a
years
a
farmer
initials
impossible
tions
fight
anything
do
make
to
it
them.
to
ten
that
HAULING
steers,
$3.254.5u:
went to town and Bpent It. Before the year was out he Tlie district which the average country physician in Rus- western western
we both lose money. Wa
cows. $1.753.25.
years
six
the dollar sia has to visit has a radius of 150 to 200 miles and there
got the dollar back. Four times in
haul anything quickest and
Sheep Receipts. 5,iXiO: market was
best service in city. Excavatcame back to him for produce, and three times he heard is only one physician for every 40,000 Inhabitants.
steady: muttons, $1.35 5. 5o; lambs,
ing a speciality.
Add to a.l this the evil of drink and It is easy to per $5.75 7.25; range
of it in the pockets of his neighbors. The last time he
wethers, $1.50'
ceive the reasons of the degeneration of the Russian peo $5.5't fed ewes. S3, fin iff i 7R
got It four years ago, he sent it to a mail order hous
Albuquerque Transfer Co.
He has not seen that dollar since and never will. That ple. It is the government itself which encourages the
Provisions.
phone 362 Colo, Blk 155
Auto
dollar will never pay any more school or road tax for peasants lo drink. The government revenues from alco
Chicago, Aug. 3". Closing prices:
Ceo. M. Baccus, Prop.
him; will never build up or brlghteu the homes of the holic beverage figure in the budget at $100,000,000.
Wheat
September, 78c;
The majority of the population can neither read nor
community.
(7H
Corn
per cent according to latest statistics) and it is
September. 53 Uc: December.
write
The other day in Minneapolis exJovernor X. O. therefore difficult for them to make any progress. Tin 40c.
Oats August,
25ic; September,!
Murphy was interviewed and his magniloquent descrip- government also endeavors to keep the people In ignor
y
ance.
tion of Arizona began with the assertion, "a count!
Pork September, $15.42'i; October,'
On an annual budget which averages under normal $15.10.
John W. Abbott, Prop.
where bank failures are unknown." Commenting on this
Lard-- Si
the Oasis says: "Hats! Governor. Where were you conditions aUmt $1,000,0011,000, (miy about $S,000,000 are
ptember, $S05; October.'
Only thm
when the International bank of Xogaies closed its doors? spent for education far iess than Is spent on the main $S.lo.
S,
Ribs
bank?
tenance of the secret service. Resides tills the greater
ptember, $8.S7Vi; October
And hawn't you heard of the failure of the Yuma
$V97'-j- .
Meals, Butler and Eggs
And how about the Hartford bank at Phoenix? it is Just part of the schools are in the bauds of tut clergy to the
such fool breaks as that by promintnt Arizonians which extent of about seven to one. And most of the schools,
Closing
Quotations.
Stock
109 North Second St.
have reduced to a minimum the reputation of our people in fact, exist only on paper. 1 may later give some ex
New in k. Aug. 30. t'louiiiK prlcfs:
amples of the ignorance of the clergy which surpasses all AtcliiKiin. '.'H; preferred, 1"5 ;
for veracity."
imagination.
IVnuul,
1524;
In his recent book on modern Russia, Prince Wol II.'j1',.; S.Mi hern I'&cillo, ti7'x; Union
it is a gem ral rule of daily new spapers to charge for
I'lieille,
preferred, (extra divi
printing progiaiiis, resolutions, cards of thanks and an- kouski says:
'.e.; I', s. s
37';-- ;
preferred,
PHAIJ2R IN
"In the house of one of the grand dukes one day af dual!,
nouncements of all kinds of gatherings that are held for
M;"..
profit, says the ltosweli Record. The newspaper does ter dinner we were discussing the necessity of improv
New York Money Market.
much flee boosting for all kinds of business enterprises ing the education of the priests, many of us deploring
Cigars and Tobacco,
New
M. I'obit donostseff, however, said:
ni
as well as for social and religious organizations.
The their ignorance.
auk. 30. Money on call, Qrocerles,
All Kinds of Fresh Meat
per pent; prime nier- Catholic Sitters so fully appreciated this fact that they "Ibis is Impossible.' if the priests were les Ignorant easy, at
No. 300 North Brodwy.
.ii,.,.r, 44Jj4.g per eenl. liar
did not even ask the newspapers of Koswell to subscribe they would teach the people, and that would mean our eauiile tj'ir.
silver,
to the hospital fund.
downfall. Even without this we are sliding toward an
Corner wssnington Avenue.
ab ss.' "
Albuquerque,
Now lioxleo
St. Louis Wool.
publi.-l.e-s
St. Iuii, Mo., Aug. 30. Wool marThe Kdtancia News
rates to the Torrance
Good bonks are not within the reach of the people
mecounty fair, but they seem to be confined to the line of The government dots everything In Its power to Isolate ket Btead.v; territory and western
Scrofula, fait rheum, ehysipelas and
"il
he Sap's Fe Central. It had been well, If possible, tor t fit- intellectuals. Every time an intellectual tries to get dium, l!i)'ji3"c; tine medium,
other distressing eruptive diseases
fine,
17c
lit'
emanagemeut
get
to
rates from Albuquerque over into touch with the peasants he Is put down by the police
th
yield quickly and permanently to the
the Santa Fo and Central combined, for doubtlebs many as a suspicious person and placed lu a feituatlou which Is
Subscrlbo for The Citizen and get cleansing, purifying power of Burdock
Wood Hitters.
no twlthout danger.
would like to attend from this city.
the now.

ti ie Eclipse today

WOOD

Factory wood, $3.00 full load; Qrea
Mill wood, $2.00 full load.
Eureka White Lime.
HAHN'S COAL YARD.
Auto Phone. 416.
Colo. Phone, 44

Xew York, Aug. 30. During the
session 01 the exchange today stocks
ruled irregular, with a large volume
if busit
Tra.lcrs w ere active on
'he selling side on tile theory that
general mws Irom the peace conl'ei-nichad b' en largely discounted. The
iction of I!." market Is disappointing and a art her reaction would not
be surprising.
Wall stiei t, however, continues to
take friendly to the railroad list, particularly the coal propei ties, headed
by the Erics, and 011 Steel and kindred
Issues.
Amalgamate) Copper
8.rv4
v.
144:U
American .Sugar
Atchison, common
113
Baltimore i Ohio
Urooklyn Rapid Transit
71
45
Colorado Find & Iron
Colorado Southern, common ... 2'J
Colorado' Southern, second .... 4
Chicago. Gveat Western, com.... 21
e

The poverty of the Russian peasant is pitiable, their
.ack of cleanliness is indescribable, their ignorance is
and taeir sanitary condition is deplorable. In
many districts the official si utilities prove nearly all the

K

American Block coal, the best Gallup
mined. Cerrillos Lump, the standar
heating coal. All sizes of hard coal

Closing quotations Received by Levy
13i os., C'orr siiondenta for Logan
At Bryan.
Parnett Building.

e.-.- -.

Hi

rnsh-LOO-

B. H. BRSGGS & CO.,
PROPS. ALVARADO

BOTH PHONES

Have You Noticed the Domestic Finish
We give on
durable

our laundry

it is.

work?

Try it and

see

how

Notice how long 'it

keeps its finish.
linen, white as snow and free from all
wrinkles.

We turn out

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

specks

or

Imperial Laundry Co.
'RED WAGONS"

o. w.

THE PEOPLE TRADE WITH

EOSENFIELD
TJN0 l'AAVN

j

1IKOKKI

I

Becmuta Ho Is

1

The Man You Can Trust

UNDERTAKERS

201-21-

PHARMACY
f Bt 9TRKET mnd GOLD AVE.

Dargalns

In

unredeemed diamonds. The largest
taldishment in the southwest.

118 RAILROAD AVENUE

pawnbroker's

es- -

t

Next to St. Elmo

m

Large new stock just in.
Everybody welcome to look through
our large three-floo- r
repository.
IV.

1

:

:

ic.

Ciiy Market

j

Bft

Pleasure is yours when
you have one of our
high-grad-

I"

e

VEHICLES
'

AND

HARNESS

J. KORBER & CO

PRICES LOWER THAN EVER.

WHOLESALE

Melini & Eakin

LIQUOR AND CIGAR
DEALERS

F.xclusive Apents for Yellowstone
and O. F. C. Whiskieg, Moet A: Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A
B. C. Bohemian and Jos. Sohlitz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and
catalogue and
distributors of the Alvarado Whiskey.IHi) Write lor our Uljsirated
Sa.esrixun 111 South First Street,
price list. Automatic Telephone
Albuqueravie New Mexico.

New-Yor-

IViin-sylvania-

.

M. DRAGOtE
General Merchandise

-

Furniture
Bargains..

We are now open for business, with
line of furnia new and second-hanture, at 114 South Fourth street, In

the Gleckler building.

"AMBULANCE"
THE SICK OR INJURED.
Prompt Service Day or Night.
0. W. STRONG'S SONS,
Automatic, 147,
Colo. Phone, 70
FOR

MOVING

IRVAN

&

HAYGOOD.

O. DINSDALE

Highland Livery
STABLE
Boardlng Horses a Specialty

WEDNESDAY, AUG. 30,

ALBUQUERQUE EVENING CITIZEN.

1905.
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HAS W. H. ANDREWS

U. MORRIS GOES

Rumor Says He Has Resigned Has Resigned as Superintend
ent of Rio Grande Division
as President of That
of Santa Pe.
Road.
HOPEWELL

KIRN

PLACE?

GET

rumor

MAY

SUCCEED

HIM

Thrro was a persistent
that IH'lecate V. H. Andrews, lut slihnt of the Santa Ku Central railway, had reslRuel. The

n

la not at all

with headquarters at San Marclal, has
resigned, his resignation to take effect
on September 1.
Olllcial announcement of Mr, Morris' resignation was made today. He
of the
will become superintendent
western division of the El Paso &
Southwestern railway with headquarters at El Paso, succeeding Superintendent F. j. Hunter, who has been
advanced to the position of general
purchasing and material agent of the
Southwestern.
It Is said that Trainmaster Kurn, of
Las Vegas, will succeed Mr. Morris as
superintendent of the Rio Grande dihis
vision. Mr. Kurn is now
annual vacation in I.os Angeles. Cal.
U U. Morris has been in the employ of the Santa Fe for the past
twelve or thirteen yeais, and his rise
has been rapid. He began his railroad career on the Hio Grande division and worked up, from brakeman to
conductor and then to train dispatcher. Later he served as trainmaster at San Mnrcial and at Dodge
City, Kan.
at
Mr. Morris was superintendent
Wellington, Kan., at the time he took
up the duties of superintendent of the
Hio Grande division, which position he
has held about eight months.

Inipiohable, as since his election as
delegate to congress from New Mexico, the senator may have found that
liis duties as di'leeate required his undivided attention, hence his retirement
lrom the presidency of this road.
Mr. Andrews was the original promoter of the Santa Ke Central railway, and it was th:ous;li his untiring
efforts that, the road was built, lie
has served as lt president ever since
It was built, and through hard work
he has succeeded In placing the road
on a firm and paying basis.
The line extends from Santa. Fe to
Torrance, a distance of 112 nillo9, and
has opened tip a country that Is rap-Idlcoming to the front as a rich agricultural section.
The senator Is now in the east and
It was Impossible to reach him today
to confirm the rumor. However, if
thtro is anything in It, it is very likely
that otlicial announcement of his resignation and the appointment of a
succfssur will be made wiihin a few
days.
It Is said that V. S. Hopewell, general manager of the Albuquerque Eastern railway, which is now under construction, may succeed Mr. Andrews
as president of tbe road. Mr. Hopewell BEER GLASSES WERE
Is now making a tour of the Central
and this trip at this time looks very
ISED IN SALOON
significant.
y

PLEASANT

RECEPTION

TO

CITY SCHOOL TEACHERS

ROW

PATRON DID NOT PAY FOR THE
DRINKS FAST ENOUGH TO SUIT
BARTENDER, AND A FIGHT

C.
H. CONNER DELIGHTLast night iii Mori & Azario's saloon
FULLY ENTERTAINEt YESTERNonh Third street. Will Hajdnuui.
DAY AFTERNOON IN HONOR OF on negro,
who makes his headquarters
a
HER SISTER.
in the red light distiict, engaged in a
fight with the bartender of the saYesterday afternoon the doo:a of loon, with the result that be spent
the home of Airs. C. 11. Conner, 215 the night in tiie city bastile.
North Twelfth street, we;e thrown
Hardman was given a hearing In poopen for a reception in honor of Tier lice court this morning and was fined
sister, Miss Kinder, of Kirksville, Mo., i for bis part in the rumpus. It r
to Superintendent J. E. Clark and the pears that Hardman went into the
teachers of the city schools. Mrs. saloon and ordered two glasses of
Connor was assisted In entertaining beer. He failed to pay for them as
by Mrs. 1.. H. Thompson and Mrs piomptly as the bartender desired htm
Earl Stean.
to, and the mixer of drinks reached
The interior decorations were green over the bar and hung an upper cut
and while creme de mint. Lunch was on the colored man's jaw.
served in the dining room, with Mrs.
This started a fight in which a few
Stean presiding at the punch bowl. beer glasses served as weapons. The
while on tiie north wing of the veran- prompt arrival of an officer prevented
da,, which was decorated with Nava further trouble between the two men.
jo rugs and Indian pottery, tables were
ananged where ice cream and other LAS VEGAS IS COMING
dainty refreshments were served.
During the afternoon Mrs. Thomp
TO TERRITORIAL FA R
son rendered several charming piano
selections and the guests departed at
.11. E. Twltehell, president
the close of the afternoon, after TOt- - of..Colonel
the Northern New Mexico Terriing Mrs. Conner a royal hostess.
torial Fair association, says in a let
ter to Secretary Sellers of the TerriJOSEPH SOGOL DIES WHILE
torial Fair association, that he Is arranging an
to Albuqueique
SITTING IN A CHAIR on I. as Vegasexcursion
day, which will be Wednesday, September 20, and hopes that
While sitting in a chair at his home Albuquerque will return the complion North Fourth street this morning ment. The Las Vegas ball team is
at 11 o'clock, Joseph Sogol lell to the one of the assured entries in the terfloor dead. Hut a few moments pre ritorial fair base ball tournament and
vious to the deadly stroke, Mr. Sogol It will be arranged so that it will play
"was conversing pleasantly with
his on the day of the Las Vegas excur
mends, and complained only of a sion. The schedule of the excursion
headache. He had been ill and had tialn shows that it will leave the
been absent from his work as fore- Meadow City at 6 o'clock In the morn
man of the
department Ing, and will leave the Duke City on
of the Southwestern Brewery & Ice its return at 10:30 o'clock in the
company's works several weeks, but
heemea some improved this morning.
The bursting of a blood vessel Is MORE NEW HOMES
thought to have been the cause of his
FOR ALBUQUERQUE
sudden demise.
The deceased was almut 30 years of
age, and a brother of Mrs. Henry BUILDING INSPECTOR WHITCOMB
ioens. the funeral will be held fiom
IS DOING A RUSHING BUSINESS,
the Immaculate Conception church on
IN
OF
WARM
THE
SPITE
Jtrlday morning at U
WEATHER.

MRS.

bottle-washin-

g

CARLOAD OF FINE STOt K

Building Inspector Whitcomb
re
ports the following building permits
issued:
A $1,2(10 frame residence for
It.
FIFTEEN HORSES AND FIVE HEAD Hicks,
to be put up on East Foster
OF MULES SUFFER HORRIBLE avenue, Coronado place.
DEATH
A $l,t00 biick addition to the resiLOSS
TO OWNER IS
dence of G. Gioml, on Nortn Second
ABOUT $2,000.
CREMATED

IN LOCAL YARDS

street.

The most pitiful accident that has
occurred in the local Santa Fe yards
for many months, took place between
6 and 7 o'clock last evening, in the
extreme south end of the yards, wdeu
a car load of horses and mules were
cremated by a fire, which originated
from a spark from an engine, which
set fire to the bedding in the car.
At the time of the fire the car was
In the south end of the yards, and the
blaze gained considerable headway before it was discovered by the yard
nun. They made every effort posst-bl- t
to quench the flames with watr
fro mtlie tank of an engine, but
were unsuccessful.
Then began a
niad race for the shops where uie fire
department could render ti l.
The run only Increased the blaza
and fanned it Into a veritable furnace,
and by the time the shops were reached the animals had either perished or
were so badly burned that it was necessary to shoot them to rc!'eve t!n''r
I'on ible sufferings.
The horses and mttW were 111'
property of Martin Huggi ln, who bus
the contract for handling the livery
tiusim-.-at tiie Y. Tovar hotel, at the
(irand Ctriwin They wcie
i
imreiMM-at Cimarron,
M.
lie est nil. n ( s his loss at between tl,-M- i

..

s

and IJ.iiho.

FAIR EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
WILL HOLD MEETING

TONIGHT

OFFICERS AND MEMBERS URGED
TO ATTEND, AS IMPORTANT
MATTERS ARE TO COME UP FOR
CONSIDERATION.
Secretary fillers, of the fair association, lotlity announced that the:e
would lie a meeting of the olhcers ot
of the
the association an. I niemU-rexecutive commit t. e toi.iubt at .;:i
o'clock, at the office ot Uie Surely
Investment company. The meeting is
for the purpose of putting things in
shape for the rapidly approaching fair
and to hear the reports of the superof the various departintendents
ments. Every member Is urged to be
present.

Out Cent prrfcord lor Itch insertion
To inftur
ni.pr rlnawiticattan Ada for
thin column murl t in UnoHie Ivfore
aoVlcck p.m. Ails phonal
the
rareful attention that ill given to
Atin broutcht to the otlice.

Um
H

WE WANT BOOKKEEPERS
of rn fttrht anrt, fnr (rvi positions with hich irrfte
firms- - There are always more opportunities than we
bookkeeping
tan rill for men familiar with
methixtf.
With orncet in ta cities and
th t.iYxi employers to aerve, our supply ot positions pavu a In-1 noo to rVnon a year never runs low.
We need hun-- d
rens of capable Salesmen. F t erutive.Cleriral and TerV
niral men and also men navtn money to invest weh
statin poiil-.their services. Write us
desired.

Superintendent K V. Morris, nf the HAPCOODS (Inc.), Brain Brokers
V 7 Chemical
Bulldirtf, bU Louts
Hio Grande division of the Santa Fe,

cur-

rent, toclav

of Mr. Andrfews

WANT ADS

TO SOUTHWESTERN

LEFT THE CENTRAL?

WILL

on

PAGE FIVft

A $2,000 frame for Harry Johnson,

south Seventh street, near Lead

avenue.

H

n
n
n
n
n
n
n
u
n

WANTED.
highest
Three painters,
C. A. Hudson.
waRes.
WANTED Man who Is handy with
tools and who understands the caro
of horses. Steady Job for the rliiht H
man. Address. J. U. Block, Jemez
H
Hot Springs, N. M.
WANTED An experienced grocery SI
clerk. No others need apply. J.
F. Palmer, 501 North Second street.
WANTED A girl for perioral housework. Call. Mrs. Harry Johnson,
H
214 Silver avenue.
WANTED At once, a nisht miller and EI
nisht engineer; both must be reliable, capable and sober. Wages. $2.60 H
per day. The John Becker company, Belen, N. M.
Carpenters. Apply John A
WANTED
SI
Hart. 521 South First street.
WANTED Dining room gl.l, at RobWANTED

Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.

Store Closet 12:36 to 2:30 during
August.
-.
..
,,-

THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

oelal All

Store Close

We&k

TEhbb

0

erts' restaurant.

WANTED Salesman, speaking both
English and Spanish for country
general merchandise store.
State
salary expected and references. Address B. W.. care of this office.
WANTED Energetic man to solicit
insurance among shop men; life, accident and health In our policy. Collections protected by railway company. Excellent opening for right
man. Call or address. Conservative
Life Insurance company, 113 Hail-roaavenue.
WANTED Stenographer,
who
can
also assist on books. Address in
own handwiltlng, giving experience
and qualifications and salary wanted. Postofilce box 201.
WANTED Couple to take Runny,
front room and board with private
family. Also privilege to erect tent
in la; go sunny yard, by taking table board. No objection to invalids.
4"fi North Arno street.
WASTED Girl for general housework. Apply Mrs. Wagner, 20!'
North Second street.
WANTED
Oenneuieu's second hand
clothing. No. G15 South First street
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor
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and Odds and Ends of Our Great Temptation Sale
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SALE AT ONE
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SEE OUR REfHNAP3T COUNTER

n
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Time, Labor
and Money

fi
mm
1MI(

The saving of time meant comfort.
The saving of labor meant ease. The
saving of money means economy. All
these savings can best be attained by
Installing a

PENINSULAR RANGE
In dollars and cents they cost no more. In quality they are
superior. In durability t hey last longer. One-thirbetter than
any other. You are most cordlaily invited to examine our new
d

M

Stop and Think

fi'l I

for a moment What would be the use
of Inviting you to our store if we did
not have the right

Floor Coverings
m..

one visit under such circumstances
would be enough. But we want you
as a constant caller, to we make ture

line.

Cal.

Ti otter.

H
H
H
A

n

MALE HELP WANTED.
Learn telegraphy and railroad accounting; $50 to $100 a month salary
assured our graduates
under bond.
Our six schools the largest In Amerby
ica anil endorsed
all railroads.
Write for catalogue. Morse School of
Telegraphy, Cincinnati, Ohio; Buffalo,
N. Y.; Atlanta, Ga.; La Crosse, Wis.;
Texarkana, Texas, and San Francisco,

FOR RENT The Mesa Park rancH,
the healthiest place In New Mexico.
Pure water, shade and fruit
trees. Good buildings, 11 rooms and
bath. John M. Moore Realty Co.
FOR RENT Two pleasant rooms for
light housekeeping,
with electric
lignts. Inquire of Mrs. H. E. Rutherford, corner Broadway & Iron,
same block Congregational church.
FOR RENT Apartments
ill
Park
View terrace, eight rooms each;
modern equipment throughout.
II.
11. Tilton, room 19, Grant block.
TOR RENT One nicely furnished
room. 214 South Walter street.
FOR RENT From one to five nicely
furnished rooms for light housekeeping; also ranch of ten or thirty
acres, with four-roohouse, furnished or unfurnished. Apply Mrs.
E. K. Noriis, 5J4 John street.
FOR RENT Large, airy rooms, for
housekeeping, corner of Sixth street
and Railroad avenue.
FOR RENT A suite of three rooms,
very desireable for party of young
men. 713 West Copper.
FOR RENT Most desirable
rooms
In city, single or ensuite, with table
board. 713 WeBt Copper.

M

n
n

'

FOR RENT.
FOR RENT Cottages, all furnished
for housekeeping.
Best climate in
New Mexico.
Dally mail to Albuquerque.
Address, J. B. Block,
Jemez Hot Spilngs, N. M.
FOR RENT Nice, front office in
Cromwell block. Apply to B. A.
Sleyster.
FOR RENT Four room brick house,
between Second and Third streets,
on Tijeras avenue. Inquire ot Frank

H

12:30 to 2:30 during
August.

n

u

n
n

Prices In Plain Figures $3Q and Up
Old stoves taken
THE McBRAIN

at

FUBNITURE

a

fair valuation.
CO.,

205 Gold Ave.

foil

Carpets and Rugs
that

BASE BALL

Traction Park

Sunday and Monday Sept. 3 and 4
MclNTOSH

BROWNS

vs

you can find no fault
prices you cannot criticise.

SANTA

Albeit Pabei.

with

305 Railroad Avenge

FE CENTRALS

Santa Fe will send a mammoth excursion on Sunday to root for its
team. The two best, games of the season assured.
Admission, 50
. 4
cents; grand stand free. Kids, 10 cents.

SOUTHWESTERN

ELECTRIC

&

CONSTRUCTION

CO.

Electrical
Pumping

Plants
Of Every Description
Agents for the
Dynamos

Crocker-Wheel-

and Motors

Store and Residence

Wir-

ing a Specialty. ' All Work
rully Guaranteed.
Agents for the Celebrated
"6YR0FANS"

FOR SALE.
See them in European
An $1,800 brick cottage for Mrs.
Keepers, to be erected at 410 South FOR
Hotel Restaurant
SALE
Furniture
and
household
Walter street.
goods. 519 Keleher street.
Two $1,500 frame houses by the FOR SALE
Four vear old saddla
MEMBER
Moore Realty company,
on
North
pony; drive single or double; also
We glv TlekeN tor the Piano Contest
First street, near Mountain road.
NATIONAL
ELECTRICAL
satiftie and bridle: Apply 1120 South
A $1,000 frame
cottage for Mrs.
Arno
street
CONTRACTORS'ASSQCIATION
v
Craft, at the corner of Homa avenue FOR SALE Two
fine resldencn lntu
and Elgth street.
close in. Address, P. O. Box 11,
city.
MANY AROSE EARLY TODAY
FOR SALE Saddle pony.
tXXXXIX XXXXXXXIXXXXXXXXXXIIIXIXTIIITTTtttttttt
Inquire
115 South Sixth street.
TO WITNESS SIN'S ECLIPSE
FOR SALE Two snaps in real estate.
i.ot a, in ijiock Z'J, of Hunlngs
3
Highland addition, 4n0.00. Lots 7,
THE ECLIPSE WAS ONLY VISBLE
8 and 9, corner of Hill street
FOR A SHORT TIME JUST AT
and Sold by THE ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE CO,,. Albuquerque, N.M.
Copper avenue, Brownwell & Lall's
SUNRISE, BUT IT AROUSED CONaddition. This Is one of the finest
SIDERABLE INTEREST.
building sites In that part of the
Room 18, N. T. Armijo Building.
city, and if sold quick can be had
The much talked of eclipse of the
for $800.00.
M. P. STAMM.
:,iv.. a full a count of w hich appeared
Do you realize that you can get
n The Citizen
Two
vesterdav. toirether
LOST.
will; :i ihnvl Khowin
its rntirse. no- - LOST
MODERN Telephone Service today for
Small, black Chiliuahiian dog.
is
curred early this inclining ami despite
l.liieral reward for return of same
3 A
i
he tact that the eclipse was barely
what
you are paying for inferior
in
to J. P. Ilinkert, opposite Fergus-soisihle in Alliiitiuerqiit . it aroused con
place,
old
town.
service.
siderable interest and was witnessed LOST,
is
STRAYED Oil STOLEN
A
bv manv neotile who niuil.- it :i tir.inr
3
roan
mare,
white face,
be
to get up eaily. The eclipse as viewed
The only Long Distance Transfour white feet, mane clipped short,
irom nere was only partial and was
long
time
tall;
no
mitters and Receivers; Wall or
quesleward
$0
and
visible, commencing at t! o'clock, and
tions asked, If returned to J. W.
Desk Sets; Long time contracts as
Mitmuing tor several minutes.
appliMcquade, j;3i North Walter street.
you
wish; Lowest rates.
Ave.
Cold
ances. J
IVES, THE FLORIST.
A social will be elvon l.v tl,r Int,..
Fresh Cut Flowers.
mediate Christian Endeavor, at the
rTTTXTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT
Commercial club, September 1. Ice
cream and cake, 15 cents.
REDUCED PRICES
on Dental Work. Plates, $3.00;
I liesr two words:
Scili!Iinjr's
Gold Crowns, $6.00;
Fillings,
$1.00 up. Teeth extracted without pain, 50c. All guaranteed.
Best, are perfect assurance of
"""
.
.- - l Jrrjr"

216 S. SECOND ST,

iimi

THE BIBLE WAGON

Poor Woman

n

The Colorado Telephone Company.

thirds of

her time

spent

the

kitchen, and she
entitled to as much
comfort and relief as can secured through
modern
See the Gas Man
saving
Fourth and

STa-wlierr-

Look Out for tiie Eclipse

getting your

s

sVl

'

II.

F.

C0PP, D. D.

Boom

i.

N. T. Artnijo Kldg.

S.

money's-wort-

h.

jryf (ncar'a; uumMjUi.

running, itching sore on
my leg.
Suffered tortures.
Uoan's
Ointment took away the burning and
Itching instantly and quickly effected
permanent cure."
C. W. Lenhart,,
Bowling Green, Ohio.
I

had

a

kh

kK

Wednesday, August 30, 1905
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BRUNO

VIOLINIST

m

But nothing can eclipsa the proportion the gas company It making
on gas ranges. Think of It. From the main to your kitchen, the
range is set up and ready for use. You buy the range, we do the

rest,

SEE THE GAS MAN- - - Fourth and Gold Avenue

DIECKMANN

WILL

APPEAR

IN

CONCERT

AT

ophra iiousk
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J. 48 Pr.

150
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75

$1.00
$1.25
$1.50

1

OO

1 25

.1

50
1 75

$1.75
$2.00

$2.50
$3.00
$3.50
$4.oo
$4.50
$5.00
$6.oo

2 15
2-52-9-

3-53-9-
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Rich,
1

hand-mad-

e

out

newest
1

.so,

50)

00,

25

at

black, blue, brown,

27'50, 35,0

Silk Shirt Waists, In black, white, and light
fine specimens of th tailors' art, at

blue-t-

he

20

2500
Clearance of White Wash Suits
12-50- ,

15.00, 17.50,

398

Wash Suits, with the new long
coats; also one with a short coat;
$6.00 values at

93c
Walking Skirts

Walking Skirts of black pique,
black duck and grass linen; but a
few left; $2.50 values at

Clearance of
in green and
brown; also some in light mixtures; regular price $7.50;. at
Made of Sicilians,

Lawn Kimonos, at
Lawn Wrappers, at

Wash Petticoats, at .
Calico Wrappers, at.

OS

G9?

'

I

CIT1 EN

22

17.50,

In
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power Is attached to the
receives a salary of $2,200 a year and
Z
O
up to the present time has had no du- pump and a stream of muddy water
Fifiy
ties to perform except to travel about pours from a pipe Into a funnel In
the Standard
Published Dally and Weekly,
the street. Another
the Citizen Publishing Company. with his father, attending social func plain view of extraordinary
window
tions and helping in the campaign for card near this
An
Entered at postofflce for transmis- the- - 19U8 nomination, which the tall j display bears the inscription
sion through the malls as second gentleman from Indiana is so ardently electric pump that will draw 1,800
pursuing. The secretarial work is done gallons of water an hour."
class matter.
l.y a young man named King In InMr. Roderick Stover, president of
dianapolis, who is carried on the rolls the Southwestern Electric and Conas "messenger."
struction company, demonstrated the
LA BE L
UN ON
Considerable excitement was caus practicability of the pump and motor
ed some time ago in the legislature of by an experimental plant at his residWyoming by a charge made by one of ence on West Railroad avenue.
OF
OFFICIAL PAPER
its members that Lnlted States SenBERNALILLO CPU N,TY ator
Warren, though a man reputed
Dangerous and Uncertain.
Kisp.aches.
.Associated freae, Atleriwui.
to be very wealthy, was carrying his
sunburn, tetter and all skin and
For
County
C117
and
arrest
son on the senate payroll, in the face scalp diseases, DeWitfs Witch Hazel
The Largest New Mexico Circulation,
was
a
son
same
of
this
the fart that
Salve has no equal. It la a certain
tersest Northern Arizona Circulation.
student at Harvard university, and cure for blind, bleeding, Itching and
secre
rendering
possibly
be
not
could
protruding piles. It will draw the Are
TERMS OF SUSCRIPTIOX
Dally by mail. 1 year in advance $3.00 tarial services.
out of a burn and heal without leaving
any
in
hardly
a
is
senator
60
of
There
Daily by mail, one month
a scar. Bolls, old sores, carbuncles,
60 fluence who is not guilty of this par- etc.,
Dail by'car.ier, 1 mouth
are quickly cured by the use of
late
petty
graft.
of
sort
The
Weekly by mail, one year .... $2.00 ticular
genuine DeWitt's Witch Hazel
the
pro
senate,
tempore
president
of
the
The Evening Citizen will be deliv-20
Salve. Accept no substitute as they
William P. Frye, of Maine, had his are often dangerous and uncertain.
ered in the city at the low rate of per
secretary.
nephew
as
his
Senator
cents per week, or for 60 cents
by all druggists.
from pure cream of
Lodge's son draws a salary as one of Sold
month when paid monthly.
even
of
his committee, and
Rates for advertising can be had the clerks
DUNLAVY COMPANY WILL
2rrrj dsrived from grapes.
Senator Knox, who is believed to be
on appl''Vion.
BUILD LARGER QUARTERS.
one of the wealthiest men in the sen
PRICE BAKIN3 POWDER CC
Subscribers will confer a favor by ate, has a son on the clerical rolls.
C MIC AC 3.
company
Mercantile
Dunlavy
The
Gallinger
any
years
non
some
for
on
has
Senator
notifying us immediately
quarters
at
present
outgrown
its
has
past
comas
son
of
had his
clerk
his
delivery of the paper.
To. ranee county, and will
mittee, and Senator Foster has a rela- Estancia,
commence
construction of
once
at
MERCHANT TAILOR
should
performing
similar service. When a large building in the town,
ah letter and remittances Publish-n- r tive
in which
that
Senator Cockreil left the senate he It will place a line of general
fee addressed to The Citizen
hard
nnmnanv. Drafts, checks and took with him to the interstate com- ware and farming implements. A. H. O. BAMBINI HAS OPENED BUSI
and express money must merce commission a son who had Garnett will be associated with the
NESS AT NO. 209 WEST RAIL
rolls. At one company
ROAD AVENUE.
be made payable to the order of the been on the senatorial
new
store.
at
its
two
time he had
of his sons in this
company.
OTTR TELEPHONES.
of
I have onened a merchant tailoring
branch
the governmental service.
Bell, 15 The official list of clerks has a aim-- The Finest One Day Ride In America. establishment upstairs over No. 209
Automatic. 183
The New York Central railroad, West Kailroad avenue, and solicit tne
llarity of names which are familiar to
the country. Senator Uurton, of Kan- traversing the Empire state from Buf patronage of the general, public
sas, has had on the rolls as messen- falo to New York, takes tne traveler Suits made too order. Clothes cleaned
PETTY GRAFTING BY
ger W. S. Uurton, but whether W. S. through a country of not only beau pressed and repaired. The specific II
is wife, daughter or son Is not appar tlful scenery and historic associations
use will not Injure the cloth. Ladles'
of surpassing Interest from an In garments also cleaned, and walking
MEN AWAY UP ent. Senator Mitchell, of Oregon, had but
as assistant clerk J. Mitchell Handy; dustrial and commercial standpoint
made to order. Fit guaranteed.
New York skirts
experience
in
Hflvn hail 15 vears
Senator J. Frank Allee, who Is chair- From themaytrains of the
be seen many of the this city. Give me a trial.
man of the committee on organization Central
great factories, employing thousands
the executive department (which of
Cabinet Members And Fam- ofnever
men, that go far toward giving New
has anything to do) has for
supremacy
Allee, York state its industrial
J.
F.
The Only Way.
of
clerk
committee
that
Relatives
Work
Senators
ous
great
In the
importance
of
Cities
jr.; and it is amusing to find as mes
no way to maintain the
la
There
senger of that committee Newell Rail commercial world make the way, while health and strength of mind and body
farms, with tael
Into Snap Jobs
(the other senator from Delaware be- highly cultivated buildings,
give evl except by nourishment. There Is no
ing Hall.) Senator Tillman, of North substantial farm
of way to nourish except tnrougn tne
prosperity
wealth
and
of
the
dence
Carolina, and Senator Daniel, of Vir
stomach. The stomach must be kept
section.
the
NOTORIOUS NEPOTISIM
ginia, both have their sons on the
and sweet or the
In healthy, pure
or
more
no
beautiful
is
There
payrolls.
committee
It. A. Gamble is
ride on this contl strength will let down and disease
messenger to the committee on trans teresting one-daloss 01
will set un
No annetlte.
portation routes to the seaboard (an nent than that between Buffalo and strenerth. nervousness, headache, con
By Gilson Gardner.
Central
New
York
York,
New
the
via
dead committee), whose chair
stipation, bad breath, sour risings,
Washington, D. C, Aug. 30. When other
man is Senator Gamble of South Da and It is always an Instructive and en
Indigestion, dyspepsia and all
congress begins investigating the var kota. There is a nephew also of this tertainlng Journey, no matter how rifting.
Btomach troubles that are curaDie are
It may be made.
trequenly
nave
which
"graft"
on
of
Serone
senator
of
payrolls.
the
ious phases
quickly cured by the use of Kodol
I). M. Randall has
been brought to light, as It is predict- geantsonat onArms Col.
Dvenensla Cure. Kodol digests what
COMING.
KNIGHTIS
MIDNIGHT
pay
roll,
the
it his
as has Finan SUN. SEPTEMBER 23.
you eat and strengthens the w hole
ed congress will do soon after
Nixon,
Senof
cial
Clerk
the senate.
digestive apparatus.
meets, the Keep commission is Jineiy ator Simmons, of North Carolina, has
New Walking Hats, Just In by ex
on a daughter helping to
make
to
disclosure
some
public
draw the
press, at The Economist.
to have
''I bad a running, itching soro on
money, and Senator Berry has a son.
the subject of 'nepotism."
my leg.
Suffered tortures. Doan's
sons,
carrying
of
few
are
examples.
a
These
The;
practice
IVES,
THE
FLORIST.
The
Ointment took away the burning and
rel- are others.
more
distant
Many
and
whose
wives
relatives
Cut
Flowers.
Fresh
daughters,
itching instantly and quickly effected
has names do not show the connection are
atives on the governmentandpayrolls
C. W. Eenhart,,
permanent cure.
is saia found occupation nominal occupation
WHO ARE THE KNIGHTS?
it
iate,
of
growing
been
Bowling Green, Ohio.
to
opposed
is
good
Roosevelt
salaries
places
in
and
about
that President
"Mother was lucky" papa txught
principles of the capital. And in the executive de
IT 18 EASY 1u MAKE GOOD
it as subversive of thesystem.
gas range.
government
partments
conmerit
of
the
the
service
HOU6I
CLUB
BREAD
WITH
the civil
commisKeep
worse,
Beginning
of
the
Is
the
with
dition
FLOUR.
The attention
WHO ARE THE KNIGHTS?
that
fact
reto
the
secretary
treasury,
of
son
called
the
of
sion has been
Wilcently Junketing In Hawaii, and exJasper Wilson, son of Secretary secretending down through heads of divisson, acts as bis father's private
tary in the department of agriculture.to ions, they all carry from one to five
IN
Recently the young man took a trip in- relatives, by virtue of their influence,
and In open deflaivee of the spirit of
Alaska, "on a special mission" to
of big game there the merit system and the rules of the
vestigate the
excivil service.
and had an outing at government
Strengthen the Stomach With Mi-o-n- a
and Keep
pense while bis tulary as secretary
ELECTRICITY
continued.
FEASIBILITY OF
Well.
The late Col. Jos. H. Brigham, asPOWER
AS A PUMPING
the
agriculture,
of
secretary
sistant
an
first thing lie did was to securearrange
A wealthy philanthropist
In New too, s
he free from sickness in the
for his son. ThP
DEMONSTRATED IN WINDOW DIS- York spends thousands of dollars Miiuiiie. m
ment ut first was for the Hrigham boy
Mio-u;- i
PLAY IN 6TORE OF SOUTHWESrestores complete health to
to serve as private secretary to Gen.
CON- evciy summer providing milk for the the vvlu !e svtem and
AND
cures head
TERN ELECTRIC
Wilson, and fur Jasper Wilson to
babies, with the result that the mor- ache, ackache, sleeplessness, pains
STRUCTION COMPANY.
nerve as secretary to llrlghaui. Rut
verttgo.
tality is greatly decreased. He
and d.M ess after eating,
neither chief seemed please with the
the fact that disease germs vertiuo. heart burn, and the general
"Water at five cents per I'lml galservices of bis secretary, and, in the lons,"
is a sign displayed In the south are common in the summer and that debility which results from a weak
interest of harmony lli.-- traded. Then
the stomach must lie kept healthy to stomac'! ami lmnrrfect digestion.
a daughter and some other Brighams window of the Southwestern Electric
A gum anion to refund the money If
and Construction company's More on resist their attacks.
were taken Into the department.
Older people do not live on a milk Mi
I'oes not show help, is given
Vice President Fairbanks tunk occa- Sunt li Second street, exemplifying the
of an electric pump., diet to Insure health, but they can so with iv. rv Sd cmt box. Ask J. 11
sion on the same day he tutored upon good qualities
A strengthen the stomach and digestive O'KieUv
Co. to show you the guar
as which is on exiiiMt lou here.
that office to appoint his sun Fredman
that they antee.
Crocker Whee.er motor of about a organs l.y the use of
his private secretary. The young

EVENIN
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Several other styles of these very modish suits,
priced,
green and fancy mixtures; reasonably

--

4-4-

-

'

length coat;
most excellently tailored throughnewest
out;
materials; $20.00
Here at
value elsewhere.
Tight-fittin-

Clearance of Cotton Skirts

line of Comforts is unusalty strong. The assortment is quite complete and the prices have
during- the Sale. Cold nights
a trimming: that will make them move at a double-quic- k
will soon be here. So you had better prepare. To spend your money in the dry goods store is
preferable to paying it out on drugs and doctor bills. Good values throughout the entire stock.
Comforts at
G OO
Comforts at
1 I."
2 I." Comforts at
Comforts at
75 Comforts
12
Comforts at
Comforts at
at
7 00
Comforts at
1 UU comforts at
15
IO-OComforts at
IS Comforts at ....
18S
5 00 Comforts at .... 12 OO
Comforts at
2 00 Comforts at
1 23 Comforts at

OUR

SutsjlSJ4

INTRODUCTORY Sale of New Fall Suits,
Coats, Skirts and Waists, and final clearance prices on all SUMMER APPAREL.

ue's

Comfort Specials

4-4-

ed Spreads
90c

store-Albuquerq-

New Swagger Long Coat

The Sale of Bedding includes Blankets, Comfortables and Cotton Bed
Spreads. The First Display of Autumn Styles will introduce to you the
Correct Ideas in Women's Suits, Skirts and Waists. This week's showing
will give you a comprehensive idea of the styles that will be most favored
for the autumn and winter season. Step in any day this week, it will
afford us great pleasure to show you the new arrivals.

Blankets Soft as
down, In various color comblna?
tioni. g00(J 8jzJ. ,peciaii , pa,ff
$1.00 and $1.48.

ElnnlC.s. nt. a pair
Dlankets, at, a pair
Blankets, at, a pair

E ARE at it steadily. The winding up of the month of August
and with it the summer season munt be made a busy one in
Most Popular Store. So we are
this

The Great Sale of Bed Clothes
TIIK OTHER
The First Showing of Autumn Styles

Robe

Other Splendid Vaiuss Arc:
Blankets, at, a pair
Blankets, at, a pair
Blankets, at, a pair

YOU OUGHT TO SEE THESE BY
ALL MEANS

placing two irons in the fire. One is

We carry In stock Wool Blankets running up to $15.00 a pair. Better goods
than we are offering for the money
cannot be found elsewhere.

1 and

'fffft
aU J

Week&Etlanket Qim fori aSe

saving of both time and money.

Pr.

U

b.VC

-

and

Hundreds of pairs of new, freih and clean Blankets are placed on sale
at the most popular prices ever known for goods of like quality. The
values are certainly tempting, and by coming here you will see your
way clear of supplying all your needs In that direction at a smart

GSC

wr. 1,50 f7

Atbtigoergtie's Biggest, Brightest and Busiest Store

Bargains in Blankets

Fancy

yg-

-

YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO MISS
K
THIS SALE

Soft Cotton Blankets In White,
Grey and Tan; fancy colored bor- ders; worth E5c pair; special, 65c

WEDNESDAY, AUG. 30, 1905.

ECONOMIST

Mdwamice Showing g

"

u

--

40

-

half-hors-

Yss

AUTO 'PHONE 451

Teeth Extracted
Without Pain

50c

I

A

Full Set of Teeth

e

1

y

DANGEROUS

SUMMER

GERMS

F. CopP

All Work Absolutely Guaranteed

6.00
for

fMe

post-offic-

Examination Free

$0.00

.

Gold

22-Kar- at

Crown

Dr. Wolfe, of Kansas City, will be
An additional chair
In assistance.
will be added to the office.

$i.no
and

Upward

or

Fillings

ROOM 12 N. T. ARMIJO BUILDINO

THE BIG TERRITORIAL

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW

MEXICO,

SEPTEMBER

18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 1905

Watch for the Volcano
Eruption in the
SANDIAS

MOUNTAINS

Monday Night, September 18
A FEW OF THE MANY

OTHER ATTRACTIONS

kll-in-

i :

a.-o-n.

(Irand Stock Show
Hronco Busting
Horse Racing
Weird Indian Danws
Trotting Ostrich
Athletic Sports
Automobile Itaco and Parade
Baseball Tournament

Motor Cycle Uaees
(irand Street I'arades
Mineral Exhibits
Montezuma Ball
Spanish Bailes Every Evening
V. S. Cavalry Drills
Fruit and Art Exhibits
Confetti Battles

Marching Bands
Cowboy Uelay Races
Pyrotechnic Display, Nightly,
Two Tons of Bed Eire
Free Street Entertainment Every Evening from 8 to 11 o'clock

Excursions from all points at
greatly reduced rates.

1

W. H. GREER, President

D. K. B.

SELLERS, Secretary

i

ALKUQUEKQUE EVEKINO CITIZEN.

WEDNESDAY, AUG. 30, 1905.
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CONDITION-PRACTIC-

TRINIDAD AND DEMING

E

OF SUCCESS

SECRET

ROY BRASHEAR, WHO LEADS AMERICAN ASSOCIATION
IN EXTRA
BASE HITTING AND BASE STEALING, TELLS WHAT LEADS TO
SUCCESS IN BASE BALL.

a-

Foy Brashear, of the Louisville American Association team, leads the league in extra base hittnig and base
He has averaged around
running.
.345 with the stick and leads the league by a comfortable margin in pilfering sacks.
I!y HOY IIHASHEAR.
Cut' si.mt practice anil perfect physical condition Is the secret of the fact
that I ieail the American Association
in extra liase hitting.
No man can succeed in base ball
unless he makes up his mind to give
his profession his entire attention.
One must think base ball morning,
noon and night. It must he constantly
on his mind. I do not mean he must
worry over it. This is a too common
fault. Hut he must think out solution
for the new problems which present
themselves daily, and in the line of
hitting must study carefully every pitcher.
Many pitchers have the fault of using different deliveries for different
kinds ot balls.
I study those men, and in a short
time am able to determine the nature
of every ball they pitch. When a new
pitcher breaks into the league, I am
content to let him strike me out a few
times until I get a line on him. Some
pitchers have the same styles at all
times, and they bother me.
I get out to the field every morning
and bat for at least an hour. During
the pruc; ice before the games I get
in all tie batting practice possible.
I use a iong. heavy bat, after my
Kvtry man in the busiown model.
ness likes a certain style of bat. The
bat I use Is never touched by the other members of the team, although
anyone who knows how to handle a
bat is at liberty to use it.
The obi idea that a full, healthy
swing wili result in extra base hitting

ADDITION TO SANTA

ENTER TOURNAMENT
This Makes Four Teams After

BASE

BALL

RemovalM?

P

j-Nj-

The $1,500 Base Ball Purse
By Fair Association
TERRITORIAL

fix

NOTES

.v;,.

W

1

qv

A

Two letters came into the office of
Secretary Sellers yesterday that assure the success of the base bali tournament at the territorial fair . Trinidad, Colo., has entered and has submitted a list of the. players of the
team and the "Yellow Kids" of Demlng have entered and the manager in
writing says that he will submit a list
of players before the first of September, which will be within the time
limit. In the Trinidad team is noticed the name of Schempp. formerly
first baseman of Ijis Vegas, and a
number of names that have garnished
the register of the Western League.
witn the l.as Vegas Ulues and the
Mclntosn Urowns, these two new entries make four teams that will contest for the territorial fair base ball
purse. The Trinidad list contains the
following names:
Rounds, catcher;
Pierce, T. Owens, Clarke and Hright,
pitchers; Schempp, Hell, F. Owens,
Ott, Peshoar, Hrugerman, infielders;
Hennett, Colby. Llewellyn, Perry,
outfielders.
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is a fallacy. Again, the idea that the
bat must be "choked" high up never
appealed to me. 1 try to get a happy

medium between the two. It tnabies
me to take a half chop-swinat the
ball. (Jet every "pound of strength into tlie blow and drive the ball in a

straight

line.

I do not shut my eyes and swing. A
good pitcher, with even a fair slow
ball, can make a monkey out of such
a batter. 1 just keep cool and wait.
I
am sure every ball is right before
hitting at it. Sometimes a man can
make a hit off a ball which would never be called a strike, but as a rule it
is a dangerous thing to try. I wait
for the good ones, and if the good

ones don't come, walk.
I keep in good condition, and occasionally take a bottle of ale. 1 smoke
cigars, but never cigarettes.
If the young man starting into base
ball will remember some of the things
in this letter I think he will find that
he will be better off.
KOY mtASHEAU.

DEMING TO HAVE A
BIG SANITARIUM

Pueblos of That Village Are New York Parties To Build
Given Additional 33,000
Institution For Treatment
Acres of Land
of Consumption
ADJOINS PAJARITO NATIONAL PARK TO

EQIML

0E

AT

LAS

VEGAS

Browns Preparing for Struggle.
A bevy of the Prowns cleaned off
the infield at Traction Park yesterday, and practice In real earnest will
begin this afternoon. The outfield will
be given attention before Sunday, so
that the game between Santa Fe and
the Browns may be seen on a suitable
field. The field at Santa Fe is so
down hill from the home plate that
it is entirely unsatisfactory for base
ball. A single on this field is easily
stretched into a three bagger and a
two base hit often results in a home
run. Smarting under the defeat of the
Santa Fe game and realizing that they
need practice more than anything else
the Prowns will take regular workouts
the remainder of this week In preparation for the games of Sunday and
Monday.
A big excursion
is coming down
from the Capital city on Sunday, and
as Monday is Labor day and a holiday,
so that the fans won't have to neglect

business to get out to the game, tbe

ball boys are in hopes of making a little money during these games and at

the same time give the fans value
ceived.

re-

Santa Fe Is

Coming Five Hundred
Strong.
The excursion to Albuquerque Sunday will be well patronized by Santa
Fe citizens, says the New Mexican.
The Capital city ought to send five
hundred people to the Duke city. The
Centrals have a strong ball team and
will put up a fast article of ball for
the entertainment of the fans. The
team is practicing every evening and
getting into good shape.
Thursday
afternoon the Las Vegas Blues will be
here for a game. All the merchants of
the city have agreed to close their
stores from 2 o'clock in the afternoon
until after the ball game. This game
will not be a repetition of the previous
four games with Las Vegas, because
the big end of the score will be chalk
ed up to the credit of the Centrals.
Blues Not Coming South.
The Las Vegas Blues have broken
tnelr dates witn El Paso, Clifton and
Deming, where profitable guarantees
had been made for their coming, and
will play at Santa Fe today and Thursday and at Silverton, Colo., on the
3rd, 4th and Gth of September, Instead.
Silverton offered $250 and expenses
for the series, so it is advertised.
Case Brings Santa Fe to Front.
C. D. Case, city editor of the Santa
Fe New Mexican and assistant man
ager of the Santa Fe Central base ball
team, is to be complimented on his
success in bringing the warring base
bad factions of Santa Fe together and
oringing faanta Fe once more to the
front with an aggregation of ball players worthy of representing the Capital City. Albuquerque will give Mr.
Case and his worthies a warm recen- tion here next Sunday, when the excursion comes down with its myriad

Superintendent Clinton J. Crandall,
According to information contained
of the United States Indian Training In the last issue of the Headlight
is now assured of having a
school at Santa Fe, has received off- I'cming
big sanitarium for the cure of tuber
icial information fram the department
patients, and construction on
of the interior that the president of culosis
the building 1s to be begun at once.
the United States on July 2!), last,
At the time that the Fraternal Union
an executive order setting aside was
looking for a suitable location for
certain public lands lying and sit- such
in New Mexico,
uated in the county of Rio Arriba, and Itemingan institution
Including the canon of the Santa Clara hospital, made a strong fight for the
Its claims for pref
river and adjoining territory, for the erence on basing
an ample supply of fine
benefit and use of the Santa Clara pu- water, a pure,
dry atmosphere in a
eblo in addition to their grant of about
17,000 acies. The reservation begins medium altitude and the close proxat the west line of the present grant imity of the town to the unexcelled
facilities of El Paso.
to the Santa Clara pueblo, and runs railroad
Hut has Vegas offered a handsome
In a western direction to the east
boundary of the Bara location No. 1. bonus, and so carried off the prize.
It contains about 33,000 acres of land, tbeHowever, it is said that now Just
kind of sanitarium desired will
Is about eighteen miles from east to
by private parties and no
west and from three to four miles be erected
bonus or consideration of any kind is
wide. This land was formerly Includof the citizens. In regard to the
ed in a land grant which the Santa asked
projected enterprise it is stated that
Clara pueblo purchased from the orig Doctors
G. O. Pilgrim, of New York, vi nania reans.
inal owners about 100 years ago, and and S. M.
Strong, also formerly of
was approved and confirmed by the New
Soothing snd Cooling.
York, although for the past three
United States court of private land or
The salve that heals without a scar
years
four
a
practicing
physician
pueblo.
Owing
claims to the
Is De
to some of Grant county,
Witch Hazel Salve. No
returned to Demlng remedyWitt's
mischance or misunderstanding
or last week and spent
effects such speedy relief. It
three days se- draws out
wrong survey, or some other unforseen lecting
inflammation, soothes,
a site, entering into business cools and heals
occurrence this land grant, when the
all cuts, burn and
survey was finally confirmed to the details with both the city council and bruises. A sure cure for piles and
county commissioners, and otherSanta Clara pueblo, amounted to less the
their affairs pre- skin diseases. DeWitt's is the only
than 50H acres. The present reserva- wise consummating
to the building of a large, genuine Witch Hazel Salve. Beware
tion, as established by the president, paratory
equipped sanitarium that will be of counterfeits, they are dangerous.
on July 29, conflicts slightly with the well
added to and enlarged, as the de- Sold by all druggists.
section known as the Pajarito Cliff mand
Increases.
Dwellers' park. The cliff dwelling
IN
In addition, it is said these gentle- INJUNCTION GRANTED DAM
usually visited by tourists and lying men
POWER
CASE.
went
to Demlng after weeks of
immediately south of the Santa Clara
Judge William II. Pone of the Fifth
travel, seeking a location
river canon, are included in tne new continuous
decided that the town presented Judicial district court for Eddy county.
reservation; here are also some cliffs ana
uip uehi and most numerous ad- ii as granted an injunction again J. O.
containing habitations and dwellings vantages
of all the places visited dur- Cameron to prevent him from internorth of the river wlhin the reserva- ing
fering with Mary E. Tansill In the extravels.
Thev An
tion. Immediate steps will be taken there their
asking
a bonus from the coramu- - tension of the nower dnm at r'orlul.url
by the Indian office to prevent and
nity for financial assistance of nn da. so as to ioin to the wpst hunt ,f ha
stop the cutting of timber and the de- scription;
all they ask is to be assured I'ccos river, tbe extension being maue
spoiling of the cliff dwellings on the
of the good will and moral support of necessary by the cutting of a new
Santa Clara.
channel by the niver last October. An
Orders to this effect have been re- the citizens.
Pilgrim has gone east to fin- - api''l will piol.aldy be taken by the
ceived by Superintendent Crandall and lshDoctor
the business at that point, and as defendant.
will be carried out immediately. Iue
oon as ne arrives there and can be
,,.... tw,ll,A- win 1.ijct ,.t...
,,.,.1 jiumui
j
i
u
a
ami
""liltiiiacfu
Pleasantly Effective.
,f,r ,rom' the work of finking a well
at different points warning people to
Never In the way, no trouble to carl' commenced on the site .1w.t.
keep from trespassing on X
the reservary, easy to take, pleasant and never
which is about three and
tion and prohibiting them from cutting
four miles mm the town, towards failing in results are DeWitt's Little
timber, searching lor antiquities and or
Early Hisers. These famous little pills
taking anything of the kind from the tue lilack mountain.
are a certain guarantee against headIt is no.v made a mis- ARRESTED WRONG
reservation.
ache, biliousness, torped liver and all
MEN
demeanor by statute, to dig, take up,
AFTER LONG CHASE. of the ills resulting from constipation.
brtai; off .r car;y away any antiquia
Atler
loim cha.e. Isou'v Sheriff They tonic and strengthen the liver.
ties or
objects on
Snyder of Coliax
hi.-week Cure Jaundice. Sold by all druggists.;
ilian reservations, and the Indian of- .arrested A, x.ind. rcouiny, p,.vt
and
Aiiano,
fice intends to carry out the laws that Who- wer.i .),.,..,. ..I ...i.u
... MUCH TIMBER USED
111'
v.ii,iK,,i n
exist in this respect to the very let- - John Cialg's
IN GRANT COUNTY.
saloon
at
Katon.
At
the
ter.
I'm iiimnary examination, however.no
Superintendent Crandall exptcts to evidence was forthcoming
The inert
mining activity and
sufficient to the building ascd
appoint a farmtr for the Santa t'ia.a hold the brothers
that is being done In Silw.
and
re
thev
pueblo who will be a resident there.
ver Cay have created a demand for,
from
For sometime lumber which
Is causing the saw mills
This ofticial, with the aid of several Previous to custody.
the
burglary
the
two
Indian police, will have the charge
bad been loating about the in that section to work up to their full
and care of the preservation and main- saioon. and when the saloon was en- capacity. O.
Scott, proprietor of,
the mill at Dedstone, just alve Pinos
tenance ot the timber on the
tered and $b. i rash, two
Altos, Crant county, lias contracted
tion as well as the cliff dwellings
is .wi,i a quantity of
y take n,
for the hauling of iT.n.ni xj feet of los
situated there. All timber depreda- ii. e .losence or the whisk,
biothers
after
to bis mill.
tions will be stopped, and the greatest pit v. mis oMicjo :int-- s.
w
tlir
cH e will lie given
to the preservapii ion upon them.
WE AIM TO PLEASE BOTH EYE
tion of the ruins as well as of the
AND PALATE. LOOK
archaeological and historial objects
OUT
FOR
Public Is Arouied.
FIRST SHIPMENT OF FLAME
lie la arouns.il
that may be round in them. Desrruc-tio- ofThe put,
uratlvp
t
the
GRAPES.
m.rlts
of thnr"at m
SIZE. FLAVOR AND
and defaciiu of the rtpr.s and t:ie
BEAUTY
UNSURPASSABLE.
digglug for obj. cis w ill be stopped ai
GREEN
LABEL ON ALL
once.
aveni"'- Clumbiia. W. JENKS'
FRUIT, FOR SALE AT
or afv. ral m.mtha
The Pajarito park reserve, which Is Ol.lo. wrli.a:
1 wHa
i
Slven up t, di... i hail feV4.r anJ
JAFFA GROCERY COMPANY AND
to be established if Congressman
my nerwa were wieck.d; 1
could V.t A. J. MALOY.
bill to that effect passes, will jleep, and mv atomach
waa ao weak
be situated due south of the Santa from UHtlesa dortora' drujra that I could
MEET KNIGHT'S MIDNIGHT SUN
t. Soon nft. r
not
Clara pueblo Indi an rcr-- rvatlon.
to take
LlM-tilBlitera 1
rell, f, and In SEPTEMBER 23.
a Khort time I waa ohtalnd
entirely
cured."
GuarSubscribe for The Evening Citizen. anteed at all drug atorea. price 60c
Citizen ads bring results.
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THE HAPPY HOUSEWIFE
takes' pride in her bread an4
cake making knows the pleasure and
satisfaction to be had by the us ot
Empress mills flour. She knows her
bread will be the whitest, aweeteet,
most nutritious and healthful,
and
her cakes, pies and pastry dainty,
delicate and light.
Who

-

is

MS'

T

?.A

CASSIUS GILLETTE.
Major Cassius K. Gillette of the U.
He is relentless and fearless and his
S. army engineer corps, who was sent reputation for absolute honesty causto Philadelphia to probe the frauds, ed Elihu Root to advice Mayor Weaver to send for Gillette
down
which for years have attended the the
grafters.
public work contracts of that city,
Tbe major's physique is enough to
was instrumental in securing the con- scare the hardiest scoundrel.
viction of Captain Oberlin M. Carter, ing over six feet and weighingStand2oit
who was said to have defrauded the pounds, and with a clear, searching
government out of $2.000,yoii in the eye, the boldest rascal may well
quail
Savannah Ga., harbor contract.
before him.
MAJOR

M. BERGER
--

TOUKMSrS

AT

EMPwesv-
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Pretty Good

"

LAS VEGAS WILL HAVE A

this year.. Uncle Sam will be
kept busy mowing down graft and
scandals. Why not help us to get
busy 7 Let us quote you low prices on
a good enduring plumbing job.
Crop

JEMEZ K0T SPRiNGS

WEEK OF CONVENTIONS

ALBUQUERQUE IS'WELL REPRESENTED AT THE POPULAR WA
TERING PLACE JEMEZ NEWS
IN GENERAL.

MANY INDUCEMENTS OFFERED
FOR FAIR SEASON AT THE MEADOW CITY.

egas,
M.,
Aug. 30. The
good roads convention, the firemen's
tournament, the convention of the of
ricers or the national guard and tho
meeting of the Odd Fellows' grand
lodge are four of the big gatherings
which will take place in Las Vegas
during the Northern New Mexico fair.
ii iH expected mat all of these con
venuons will draw largely. The low
race or a cent and a half a mile for
fair week will induce many to take

r.

F. Keleher and sister, who have

been spending several weeks here, ex
pect to leave for home some time next

m

fr

Automatic Telephone, No. 647.
Colorado Telephone, No. 78 Red.

"MYSTERIOUS

'?T,7o7;?l!i?w0ZZl1?'
SHARE

LD

With the following Specialties:
APPLE TREE"
Gertrude Hutcheson

Soio

Kltty NIce

ZO BO BAND
PURGES

NICE

X

11:69
12:09

Eastbouno.
2, Atantlo Express. sjtIts-- 7:M
departs 8:20 a. m.
4. Chloasn LlmltavL
arrtw
Tuesdays and Fridays; dprU
a. m, Wdnedra snd

CASINO

MATINEE SUNDAY
X N

V

GROSS

NEWTMECARD

THORNE

NEW MOVING PICTURES

CASINO
X

NO.

MESSAGE"

THURSDAY

"FERNANDA"

MEET KNIGHT'S MIDNIGHT SUN
SEPTEMBER 23.

No.

CASINO

DOUULK ROLL

LOVhS
GENERAL REPAIR SHDP.
I have opened a general repair shop
on South Third street, back of Walton's drug store, and solicit the trade TAYLOR
oi me city.
u H. SHOEMAKEItv

a. m.;

Bell Co.

"ROSE OF ANVERGNE" and a

advantage or the opportunity to visit
me .Meadow city, when it is at its
Pest. 1 he base ball tournament, the
races, the Indian sports and wild west
carnival, the carnival and musical attractions will all be excellent and
Las egas pledges itself to care well
ror all visitors with no attempt at

Podiiy pain loses its terror If you've
a bottle of Dr. Thomas' Eclectric Oil
in the house. Instant relief in cases
of burns, cuts, sprains, accidents of
any sort.

L.

122 WEST SILVER AVENUm

TONTGnT

CASINO

week,
Mr. A. Staab and son, Dr. Staab, of
Santa Fe. having put in a couple of
weeks boiling out, departed for home
a couple of days ago. The doctor hold up.

breaks the Jemez country's record as
a fisherman. Just ask him about it.
M. J. Hums, who came here two
weeks ago using a pair of crutches,
because he had an aggravated case of
rheumatism, has thrown the crutches
away and gets along very well with
out them, and he has gained about fifteen pounds in weight. He says the
baths beat all the doctors and medi
cines for rheumatism.
Three wagon loads of tourists .left
this morning for a camping out on the
Cebolla and the trout have all been
warned to not bite at the fly.
D. J. Metzgar and Ed Viao, of Albuquerque, are Improving rapldiy and
think they will be well enough to return home in another week.
Block's hotel and stage line both
have been well patronized this month.
The house has been full of guests and
several trips some passengers were
compelled to lay over till the next
stage, there not being room for them.
Misses Carroll and Spann are enjoy,
ing their outing. This Is their first
trip here, but they have meen so benefitted they say they will come more
frequently.
Miguel Ortiz, of ,Santa Fe, is here
bathing for a bad case of rheumatism.
It goes without saying that he is improving,
the springs are a sure
shot on rheumatism. "Come all ye afflicted and be healed."
Block's four horse stage leaves Albuquerque every Tuesday and Saturday at 0 a. m.; through in a day.

J.

is rid

.

Special Correspondence.
.lemez Hot Springs, N. M.. Aug. ,10.
The springs is wearing one of its
old time smiles, as most all of the
houses are full of guests from all
parts of the territory.
Leon C. Lamm, Chicago, and Geo,
Miueiis, oi i uscon, Arizona, lett on
the early stage today.
I' red J. Otero and Summers
Purk- hart, of Albuquerque, arrived

Ave

Plumbing, Gas Fitting, and Dram Laying
'.'',T

MANY

Wait Copper

T14

to-bu- nt

N X N

KELLY

V

X X X X X

& CO.

(INCORPORATED)
W

WHOLESALE

No. 8, Chicago and Kansas Ctr Bx.
press, arrives t:45 p. m.; departs
7:45

1

GROCERS

p. m- -

w

Wsstbound.

WOOL, HIDE AND PELT DEALERS

No. 1. Loa AlurelM KxDrsaa. arriva
7:30 p. m.; departs
n. to.
No. S. California Limited. arrlvM
10:40 a. m, Mondays and Thnrsdays;
departs 10:60 a. so. Mondars aad
Thursdays.
No. 7, Ban Francisco Fast Man. ar
rives 10:30 p. m.; depart ll:lt m. m.

l:lt

ALBUQUERQUE

IRRIGATION

BY

Rio Grande Lumber Co.

I

M
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XXXXXXXXXXM

PUMPING

IS A SUCCESS

1621-163-

General Building Supplier
SCREEN DOORS
Poth Phones.

A. H. KEYN, Mgr.

3i and Maquette

J.NATIVE
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C. BALDRIDGE
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Iron

Beds,

r-

mmxsntt

Steves and Ranges, Ait

Needed About the House.

ISURRhuhILE
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Crockery

Will not lump up.

AI-wa- ys

i,

and

TRADf MARK

AND CHICAGO LUMBER

SHERMAN - WILLIAMS
BUILDING RARER
paint
Covers more,
In stock. Plaster,
looks best, wears lone
Lime,
Cement, Paint,
est, most economical,
Glass, Sash, Doors, etc.
full measure.
ALBUQUCRQUK. M. A.
riRST STRerr ano coal avk.

and suPPiy &.

Seventeenth Street,

9

&

Squares," etc.

AGENT CHARTER

CO..

M

kt

When the Pump and Engine are ALL
RIGHT, WE GUARANTEE our Outfit for 5 years. We are Headquarters
for Power Pumping Machinery. Send
for Catalogue.

g

M

M

AND LAS VEGAS
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Hello, Central! l am in dirt from
Southbound.
cellar to garret. "Well, you want
27
No.
11: SO p. m oonnaoU
departs
Thornton. He is the cleaner." With
competent help. Pilces reasonable. with eastern train
No. 22 arrives from south 7:18 a. m.
Has both 'phones. Oilice 510 North
connecting with No. t, eastboond.
Third street.
o
All trains dally except No. t and 4.
Fiendish Suffering.
No. 1 carries through chair, stand
Is often caused by S'irea, ulcers and canears to Loa
cers, ihHt eat away your akin. Win. Be- ard and tourist slae-pldell, of Flat Rock, Mich., says: "1 have Angeles.
used liucklen's Arnica Salve for Ulcers
No. 7 carries) thronra ehalr. stand
Sores and Cancers. Jt Is the beat healand tourist sleeping cars (or Baa
ing dressing-- I aver found."
Soothes ard
and heals cuti. burns and scalds:
2,c Francisco.
at all druKKiKisguaranteed.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
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NEMESIS OF GRAFTERS

-

CLARA RESERVATION

i

MAJOR CASSIUS GILLETTE

Everything

DAK STEEL

RAKGES

117 GOLD AVFNI1F
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the Portland roltl..n and other cities of the northwest before returning.
"York State Folks'' is the attraction
Wield for tomorrow iiKl1' at tne Klka'
theater. Tin- - advance snle of seats
has been heavy and a crowded house
will greet the company.
WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Hon. Ira A Abbott, associate justice
Partly cloudy tonight and Thursday of the New Mexico court, was a
with local thunder showers.
for S.inta Fe this morning,
where he goes to attend the tiild stiin-mo- r
ARRIVAL OF TRAINS.
session of that august body.
No 1, from the cast, 7:30 p. m.
W. H. Chllders, E. W.
Attorneys
No. 7, from the east, 10:30 p. m.
H. I'iel't a"'1 A- Bnobson,
Noill
p.
ni.
No. 8, from the west, 10:45
on train No.
'were
a.
m.
west,
7:65
No. 2, from the
b. r:d b r rfsn.a Fo to
2 this, nor-ltu'
attenri the supreme court, which is in
And Hubby Was Mlque.
session there.
Said a man In a spirit of pique
Juan S. Ma-- t. proprietor of the El
To his wife. "In that hat you're a
friquo."
Paso Morning Turn s, accompanied by
John H. Murphy, of the same paper,
"Sir, you'll see how It feels
To get your own meais!"
were in Albuquerque between trains
last night on their way home from a
Cried his mate, "Ta ta, for a wique."
Judge.
busl.:i.-trip to Denver.
K it' whs ami ro I ew, MerH
Mrs.
County Treasurer Frank A. Hubbell
for Den-v- i
'"..
went to Santa Ke this morning on land rill Stewart. M'v ': l
he guests of
r. wln re tlit vi
matters.
Mr atnl Mr.-- . W.itson .'lowns, formerly
J. V. Key, supervising engineer on of l: !' cl, v. 'l t', expect to l.o abscm
the' Ham a i'"e cut otf, spout tie day In from
the ci'v tor a couple of weeks.
the city
MI?s
A. M. Turner. In charge of the
this
Myers
returned
Miss Sarah
last
morning from an outing spent on the Inc'ian rhonl nt Isleta, returned
night from her vacation trip spent in
Pacific coast.
California ami after a visit to Albureturned this querque
Mrs. I,. Kempjnich
frlenis for a few days phe
incli ning from a visit to reli iives at
will teiurn to her duties at Isleta.
1 craltn,
Vniuiicui count.'.
E. B. Qulckel, of Quickel & Bothe,
Hon. Solomon I.una returned to the
city tills morning fro'11 a hurried trip proprietors of Zelger's Cafe, accompanied by his son. Cortex, returned
to his country place at l.os Luuas.
a two months' trip to
Koy Hanuon, of the Borders Under-lef- t last night frni
points and the Portland
this morning for California Quickel
enjoyed his outing
Mr.
an extended visit to his old home In fair.
very much nni returns homo much
Chicago.
improved in health,
Miua l. on llnchps. one of the steno
P. F. McCanna. who has been spendasso
fair
graphers at the Territorial
at his old
ciation's headquarters, Is confined to ing the past two monthsaccompanied
home In Oswego, X. Y..
ler home by sickness touay.
re.
will do- - by Mrs. McCanna and the children,
Mra Mnhel Rtevens-Hioiolast night. Mr.
llirht. th audience with a piano solo turned to Albuquerque trip
Immensely
McCanna enjoyed his
at the Bruno Diei.kmann concert, Sep- and
returns in flue shape to get. down
tember 8, at Elks' opera house.
to work and boost for the coming fair.
Hen Weilier and Louis Benjamin,
M. Gussaroff. an experienced cigar
traveling
turn of the most Donular
has purrhasod the It.
salesmen who make New Mexico, ar- manufacturer,
Massey & Co. cigar business, at 115
rived from the soi'.tL this morning.
Railroad avenue. He will employ fifTht Lmllcs' Aid society of the Lead teen
cigar makers and manufacture
Avenue Methodist church will meet in hlgn grade goods and will also have
regular n out lily session at the church an upto date retail business, with a
parlors on Thursday cfiernoou at
largo assortment of high grade Hao'clock.
vana and domestic cigars.
Tivpntv-flvIndian children from
A special meeting of G. K. Warren
tha Santo Anil niiehlo have arrived
In the city and will attend the local post Xo. 5, will be held at the residJohnsonr No. 310
Indian school during the coming win ence of Comrade
West Silver avenue, tomorrow eventer.
ing, August 31, at 8 o'clock, to make
ira a M Hinckwull and son and arrangements for
attending the naher sister, Mrs. Holland, and daugh tional encampment to be held at Denter, of St. Ixniis, returned mis morn- ver, Colo., next week and to transact
ing from a pleasure trip to the Grand any other business that may come beCanyon.
fore it. By order of J. G. Caldwell,
Mrs. A. M. Munkeis and children, post commander.
V. W. McDonald,
past
city
the
hnvp
In
for
.iwi
Iwen
the
adjutant.
Mrs.
Mr.
and
two weeks the guests of
At the family residence, 517 South
A A. Henry, left last night for Hisbee,
Third street last night, in the presArizona.
of a few friends, Miss Mae Mctr s F Putnam, of Los Angeles, ence
Donald, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W.
Is in the city visiting her parents, Mr. W. McDonald, announced her engage
and Mrs. A. M. WhitcomU, ol wesi ment to Mr. Rufus Goodrich, well
Marauette avenue, accompanied by known here, but a resident of Los Anher three children.
geles, Cal. Those to receive the anA J Frank, of Algodoues. expects
nouncement were Mrs. A. W. GoodDen-v.i- r
morning
for
to leave tomorrow
rich, sister In law of the groom-to-ba
whire he is called to attend
Mrs. R. A. Frost, Miss Mabel Fitch
Montana
meeting of directors of a
and Miss Flora Vann. Mr. Goodrich
smelting company.
is private secretary to General Supern v. Vox the South Second street intendent I. L. Hibbard of the Santa
Jeweler, left last night for an extend Fe coast lines.
ed v fcit to Kitchener, is. U. lie win
Dangerous and Uncertain.
be g'.ne several weeks and will visit
For sunburn, tetter and all skin and
Are your hoys and girls properly scaip aiseases, uewius wiicn naici
shod for, their walk to and from Salve has no equal. It is a certain
school? If not. let us remind you of cure for blind, bleeding, itching and
the fact that we carry as complete protruding piles. It will draw the fire
and upto date a line of reliable shoes out of a burn and heal without leaving
as you can find anywhere, and are a scar. Bolls, old sores, carbuncles,
able to eupply your wants at a mo- etc., are quickly cured by the use of
ment's notice. Prices are as low as the genuine DeWltt's Witch Hazel
is consistent with good quality. C. Saive. Accept no substitute as they
May's shoe store, 314 West Railroad are often dangerous and uncertain.
Sold by all druggists.
avenue.

LOCAL AM)

AT MEAL TIME

PERSONAL

take a dose of Hostetter's Stomach ,
Bitters. It will strengthen and sweet-en the stomach, restore the appetite
and Induce sound sleep. It has been
doing this for over fifty years and Is

pas-Beng-

S

Boy's

-

Shoes
This hoe It out of the ordinary run. It has been made to
our own specifications to supply
the boy who la extra hard on
particularly strong
shoes. It
at the points where most of the
wear comes.
The soles are of heavy eak,
tanned leather; the vamps are
cut full length and have an a
row of stitching to'pevent
ripping; the counter is made of
sole leather, in one piece, and
keeps the shoes from running
over the heels; the uppers are
of full stock, Box Calf.
This shoe looks sylish, wears
well and will please your boy.
Is

ex-tr-
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to 12

to
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DEPENDABLE FOOD PRODUCTS.
Are thosp th.it havo stood the test
of practical experience. In tais rese sell are above
pect the groceries
upii:iou. No
even iu
breatu of
brand that is at all questionable In
quality can find a place In our store.
Patrons favoring us with their orders
g
can depend on us absolutely for
tbe best In quality, the
best in flavor aDd tbe best in nutrition.
fura-lnshln-

F. F. TROTTER
Nos. 118 and 120 South Second St.

Flnishlott Fall
House Cleaning
with a coat of Heath & Milllgan's
paint over your wood work where
needed. You wl.l find It most satisfactory, inasmuch as it will make
clean things look cleaner, and,
what Is more, make them stay so.
We also have a large stock of lumber, sash and doors, glass, cement,
and Rex Flint Kote Roofing.
ALBUQUERQUE

pWlllil,l

Uif

FIX-

LUMBER

CO.

First Street and Marquette

-

Office of Osteimoor & Co., New York, Aug. 22, 1905.
Strong's Sons. Albuquerque, N. M.
Gentlemen We acknowledge with thanks, your favor of fhe 17th,
ordering fifty "Ostermoor' mattresses, assorted coverings, which carries
'
with It exclusive sale for your city.
The twenty mattresses ordered previously were being shipped
when we wrote our last letter, and we do not include this twenty In
your order for the fi!ty. We trust this will be satisfactory to you, as
It means that we must refuse to s.'iip any other ordeis from Albuquerque.
We shall proceed with the work on the fifty at the earliest moment,
and trust to be able to ship them within the next few weeks.
Again
thanking you for this large order, we are very truly yours,
OSTKRMOOit s. CO.
O. W.

O. W.
Furniture
Crockery, Rugs

Tapestry

Wa

8end your boy back to hit studies In new clothes. Helps out a lot,
gives a sense of "something doing," quite different from the "go
as you please" vacation feeling. We are already, too.

HOSTETTER'S

STOMACH BITTERS

Boy's New Fall Suits

pension has been granted Fellclta
de Romero, widow, of Schacom,
Mora county, for a husband killed in
i
the New Mexico inuian wars, duopay
to receive $8 per month and back
since July 21, 1904. The claim was

splc, span fresh line, of new all wool suits In fancy cassimeres
and cheviots, In many different fall shapes have Just arrived and
been placed on sale at from

A

A

B.

filed

last

$32

October.

Notice.
M. Gussaroff succeeds the firm of
this Wednesday,
R. Massey & Co.,
August 30. He will collect all outstanding accounts due the undersigned firm.

U. MASSEY

PLANING

Special Mother's Friend

PANTS
A

50c

MILL

A

SPECIAL SALE OF MILLINERY.
FOR THE NEXT WEEK WE WILL
SELL OUR COMPLETE STOCK OF
SUMMER HATS REGARDLESS OF
ONE
FOR
COST.
WEEK ONLY.
MILLINERY CO., 204
WINTERS
SOUTH SECOND STREET.

WAISTS

counter heaping over with the
75 cent quality at

COMPANY.
By G. E. GUSTAFSOX.

Any waist in the house, exclud-regula- r
whlte8' vworth UP t0 90 cent

J"

50c

Each

complete new line of Boys' Hats, Shoes and Caps, now on sale

SIMON STERN
THE RAILROAD AVENUE CLOTHIER

MIDNIGHT

ni
PL UlU
n n

BOB

fi ti fir
SZZJ

i
UC U U J
Fix

3

Our Sample Rooms

In

Retail
Hardware
Wholesale andPumps,
Pipe
Fittings
and
Farm Implements,
HOSE, Belting, Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps

Harness, Saddles, Leather,
Ranch Supplies
rOR PRICES....

....WRITE

...Largest Stock in the Southwest...
1 13-- 1

1S-- 1

17 South

401 - 403 North

first Street

The Clarkvllle coal we sell princitbe Father of Hla Country,
a reputation second to none, and
aa
you kaow. If you've tried it, that lt'a
the best ever burned. Its freedom
qual-(tie- s
from impurities, its
and our fairness as to weight and
delivery, entitle us to your patronage.
Remember we guarantee 2,000 pounds
absolutely in every ton leaving our
frd. We also handle all kinds of
mill wood, mountain wood and klnd-iin- f

Diamonds arc always in order. We can talk Diamonds to you at any
time. They arc ao investment, and a food investment at the prices we are
Tc have some exquisite Diamond Brooc ha. Solitaire Rings and
elltng them.
Stuck, and we arc really selling them very, very cheap. Take a look in our
atorc and price them.

Jeweler,
FTfF?
ITTy fading
XI LmMVLM
RAILHOAD
VKNUC

f

WHBTMEY COEMPMmV
&

free-burnin- g

.

A

rirst Street

P. Lommori....

pally, like

A

BBB

Call and Examine the

HAS A GREAT REPUTATION.

Watches, Jewelry and Silverware

m

ci

Water Heating
Steam and Hot
BEATIFUL GOODS Displayed

DIAMONDS

Installment

Each

2

Special Knee

501-50-

COMING.
KNIGHT'S
SUN. SEPTEMBER 23.

$6-0-

& CO.

Notice.

ALBUQUERQUE

to

Every garment to meet your highest expectation of superior

On and after the 1st of September
I will be located at my new mill at
South First street, and
No.
will, operate under the name of the
Superior Lumber and Planing Mill
Co., where all orders will be promptly
filled, and I will be pleased to meet
all of mv old customers.

e

Specialty

Most Time for the School
Bells to Ring Once Mote

Just as good today. Take the hint and
try a bottle. It cures Headache, IndiCostlveness,
Dyspepsia,
gestion,
Cramps, Diarrhoea or Malaria, Fever
and Ague, Our Private Stamp Is over
the neck of bottle.

'

STRONG'S SONS

iyrss

WEDNESDAY, AUG. 30, 1905.

....Matteucci.
Dealers In
GROCERIES, FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN
IMAND THE BEST OF MEATS.
PORTED GOODS A 8PECIALTY.
Call at No. 624 West TIJerss Road.
Automatlo Phone 109.
Old Telephone 276.

John S. Beaven
Both phones.

IIIZZXIXIIZZUXXX
h

S.S.PEARLSTINE
South Second street.

2 12V a

H
Iron and Brut Castings; Ore, Coal and
Lumber Caw Shaftings; Pulleys, Grade
Ban, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron
Kronti for Buildings. J jt Ji jt jt jl
REPAIRS

.TODR
WORKS. R. P.

ON

MINING

AND

MILL

jj

HALL Proo.

A SPECIALTY.
MACHINERY
Foundry East Side of Railroad Track

ALBUQUERQUE,

NLW

h

SHORTHAND and TYPEWRITING

J

S4

w

xzzxxzxzxxxzzxzxz

IIAKDWARR

Undertaking Company,
Successors to Edwards
Both

307 West Railroad
'Phones.

A.

nAunwAUR

Jv 1ST

FEW LEADERS IN OUR LINE

A

The Fuehr

MEXICO

CO.
E. J. POST & AIL
WHOLESALE AND

h

Auto Phone, 328.

Fuenr,

Avenue.
Day or

STUDEBAKERS'

NigM

T

EAD THE WORLD.

More Studebaker

Wagons used today than any other (3)
three makes combined. Best obtainable
wood stock used in constructing the "Studebaker" and is seasoned from three to five
years before using. Write us for prices on
all kinds of vehicles.
TV7E WANT to

talk thirts to ycu. We have received
"
a full and complete assortment of R. L. McDonald
& Co.'s celebrated third. They are tewed with linen
thread with double felled seams, shaped shoulders, full cut
in every particular. We want to show you what a strong
durable shirt we can tell you for SO cents.
We have others at 75c, $1.00, $1.25, $1.50 and up to $3 00.
Call and sec the best line on the market.
Yours truly,
E. L. WASHBURN CO.

Chop! Chop! Chop!
Isn't it, to get down the
chopping bowl and knife and prepare
something for the next meal?
But the tiresome method is out of date.
You can do the work with Sargent's
Gem Food Choppe r and do it
better with but little labor. The
Gem chops all kinds of food in
coarse, medium or fine pieces, as de
sired. Useful in the preparation of substantiate and
desserts. You need it in your kitchen every day.
E.
TOST SSL CO..
t Ibuquerque.

Tiresome,

Jj

J.

"CTEP IN" while shopping and look over
our line of choppers and other useful
articles around the house. Bargains for all
at reduced prices. Refrigerators, Ice Cream
Freezers, Water Coolers, Stoves and Ranges,
Garden Hose and Sprinklers.

MECHANICS' AND CARPENTERS'
TOOLS A SPECIALTY
IMtO.Ml'T DELI V hit V ON KVE1J Y I'lWCHASE

215 W. Railroad Ave.
ALBUQUERQUE,

-

NEW MEXICO

